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General Introduction to the 3 issues of Other/Wise 2015: 
Other/Wise 2015 appears in three issues, containing a selected sampling of papers con-
nected to presentations from IFPE’s 2014 conference on the theme of necessary fictions. 
The theme invited presenters to explore the interplay between psychoanalysis, truth, crea-
tivity, self-definition, writing and literature. Papers from this conference spotlighted the 
fabrications of the mind in the service of survival, reflected upon our narratives of self and 
other, and sought to explore the relationship between reading, writing and healing. Papers 
from 18 of these appear in our e-journal, and are divided among this year’s three issues. 

As Thomas Ogden, IFPE’s 2014 Hans W. Loewald Memorial Award winner stated in regard 
to analytic writing, 

 “What makes this literary genre so demanding is that experience–including analytic 
experience–does not come to us in words. This fact generates a paradox that lies at 
the core of analytic writing: analytic experience (which cannot be said or written) 
must be transformed into ‘fiction’ (an imaginative rendering of experience in words) 
in order to convey to the reader something of what is true to the emotional experi-
ence that the analyst had with the patient” (2005, p. 15). 
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Introduction to Issue 2 of Other/Wise 2015:  
“Trustworthy, Reliable Care while being Mortal” 

 

In Issue No. 2 of Other/Wise 2015, entitled with a profound phrase borrowed from Karol 

Marshall that seems to encompass the theme seen throughout this issue, we present six 

more papers from IFPE’s 2014 conference. Without a doubt, the papers in this issue fall 

squarely within the genre of analytic writing described above by Ogden. Reflecting upon 

the interplay of trauma, loss, and the human condition with literature and psychoanalysis, 

these papers offer contributions from Karol Marshall, Joe Hovey, Rachel Newcomb, Linda 

Sherby, Elizabeth Wolfson, Irit Paz, Lynn Tenbusch, João Pedro Dias and Richard Raubolt. 

In the opening paper, The Myth of Expected Loss: How clinicians interact with their mor-

tality in clinical and professional practice by Marshall, Newcomb and Hovey, each author 

wrote a deeply reflective section and each one offered stories from different stages of per-

sonal and professional life.  

In the introductory section of The Myth of Expected Loss, Marshall captures every thera-

pist’s dilemma by stating, very succinctly but nevertheless profoundly, that we “have to 

deal with the complexities of being people who offer trustworthy, reliable care to others 

while, at the same time, being mortal.” To exemplify the deep attachments and losses that 

are unique to being a psychotherapist, Marshall shares two very personal reactions: the 

first in regard to learning that a colleague has premature dementia, and the second, in re-

gard to her own experience as the wife of a dying analyst.  

In Hovey’s section of this paper, “Science out of Pain,” and spurred by the death of his 

first therapist, he describes his research into the question of how therapists could prepare 

themselves and their patients for the “ubiquitous threat–and eventual promise–of their de-

mise.” Hovey shares with us his reactions, his uneasiness and his conviction that a “well-

held mortality” can have healing powers. 

In her “How to Live” section of the Myth of Expected Loss, Newcomb reminds us that we 

can’t really discuss living without also discussing dying. Continuing Hovey’s theme she be-

gins to confront our resistances to preparing a professional will and to appointing a col-

league as executor. But then, in describing the experience of conversations with the at-

tendees regarding this topic during this panel presentation, and in following the thread of 

the dialogue in the room instead of her prepared material, she concludes this paper by 

providing us with an affirmation of life. 
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In Truth and Fiction: When a patient and therapist are revealed, Linda Sherby addresses and 

exemplifies the inevitability of self-disclosure that goes beyond what is customary for a psy-

choanalyst. Her paper adeptly intertwines personal memoir about the illness and death of 

her husband George, with clinical vignettes based on interactions with patients during that 

time period. In sharing this time with us, Sherby reveals the illusory nature of the fragile di-

viding membrane that we try to uphold between personal circumstances and treatment rela-

tionships, and the complex inner dialogue that occurs when around selective disclosure. 

Reading In Truth and Fiction further illuminates the spirit of Marshall’s words in the previous 

paper, that it is no ordinary task to offer “trustworthy, reliable care” while at the same time 

“being mortal.” 

At the beginning of the next paper, Reading, Writing and Winnicott: Reconstructing the Sto-

ry of ‘I’ in the ‘Good-Enough’ Space, Wolfson quickly identifies her theme by quoting Susan 

Sontag, who stated that the “only function of literature lies in the uncovering of the self in 

history” (1980, p. 501). Using this as the jumping off point for a thought-provoking refram-

ing of treatment as the patient’s story being enunciated, seeing the “patient as writer,” and 

positing that it is by “reading himself,” (in the context of an empathetic and sensitive listen-

er in the analyst), that the patient is able to connect with an authentic self and then write 

the next chapters into the future. Wolfson examines the importance of a safe “play space” 

within the treatment wherein such growth can take place and sees this as consistent with 

Donald Winnicott’s “holding environment” (1965, p. 228). In framing the therapeutic process 

as a work of art or literature, she shows us that,  

“Patient and therapist unfold the patient’s text together for purposes of revision into 
something from which meaning can be derived.  Just as true art, while infinitely ex-
pansive, must resonate for the listener…” 

 

In the next paper, Playing Language Games with the Bovarys: The shift from monologue to 

dialogue in couples therapy through the lens of literary lovers, Paz uses classic literature to 

invite us to examine the relation of language to relational “reality.” Starting with the philo-

sophical perspective of Wittgenstein (1972) in combination with her clinical observations, 

her paper deconstructs the dialogue in couples therapy, and demonstrates how the uncon-

scious attempts to author the relationship through the grammar of monologue. In quoting 

John Langshaw Austin (1978), Paz notes that people “do things with words” that “bewitch,” 

obfuscate and push away as much as they reveal about one’s relational position. According  
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to Paz, the very use of language and grammar, can serve to fictionalize each individual reali-

ty in the direction of an ever-widening abyss between members of a couple. Invoking Rus-

sian philosopher Bakhtin’s (1984, p. 252) idea that “when dialogue ends, everything ends,” 

Paz uses this paper to make a plea for dialogue and empathy. 

Delving further into the philosophical vein, Tenbusch, in her paper Nietzsche’s Necessary 

Fictions become Psychoanalytic Narratives, draws parallels between philosophy and relation-

al analysis. She focuses on Nietzsche’s concept of “necessary illusions,” and struggles with 

the question of how to embrace life to the fullest “without denying the pain and uncertainty 

inherent in the human condition.” Tenbusch contends that, for Nietzsche, truth is a 

“prejudicial, partial point of view, a necessary fiction” to “bring experience into manageable 

focus.” She draws an interesting parallel between Nietzsche’s “perspectivism” and the tem-

porally co-constructed “truth” of the clinical interaction as seen in relational psychoanalysis 

where neither the analyst’s nor the patient’s perspectives are privileged. Tenbusch then 

goes on to exemplify the temporal, and temporarily “necessary” nature of necessary illusions 

in a clinical case example regarding changing narratives through the mutual work of treat-

ment.  

A very fitting conclusion to this issue, in keeping with our theme of “Trustworthy, Reliable 

Care while being Mortal,” is what I can only describe as an enjoyable and heart-rending 

“wild ride” of a contribution from Dias and Raubolt entitled Psychoanalysis is Not a Relation-

ship. Their paper begins by recapitulating the role-play that took place during their IFPE con-

ference presentation when one of the authors burst into the conference space enacting the 

role of a paranoid patient confronting his own analyst enacted by the other author.  As you 

read through the accusations and dialogue between the two, and as the stated hostilities 

melt into insights gleaned from and reflections upon the process of their long history togeth-

er, what is revealed is a reaffirmation of the analytic encounter at its best – once the analyst 

offers to embrace and hold the patient’s mind inside his own mind, a gestational process can 

take place from which attachment, reflection, health and relationship can develop or, as the 

authors so beautifully stated, “it is the separation of souls after they had become one.” 

–– Farrell Silverberg 
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IFPE panel, fall 2014, San Francisco 

The Myth of the Expected Loss: How clinicians interact with their mortality in clinical and 
professional practice 

Three clinicians, spanning life stages, professions, and practice areas, discuss personal 
experiences with clinician mortality, and explore practice realities and recommendations.  

Moderator: Karol Marshall, PhD, 2009 Distinguished Educator 

Introduction by Karol Marshall, PhD:  The denied and lived experience of mortality in the 
helping profession 

We three, representatives of differing generations of therapists, come together to engage with 
the IFPE audience of 50 or so psychodynamic therapists, hoping to actively grapple with the 
complexities of being people who offer trustworthy, reliable care to others while, at the same 
time, being mortal. 

A handful of background truths are in our minds as we open the panel to engage with this 
subject: 

1. Being mortal provokes profound denial and avoidance. Each day, hour, minute, that we 
go on living and working adds to our belief that we will always continue to go on living. 

2. In the structure of our consulting room we exercise a nearly magical control over time 
and space, role and content. Our “professional boundaries” tend to push aside the real 
fluctuations of time and role. 

3. Discussion of mortality, true engagement with mortality’s  insistence on having its way 
with us, means that the “dialogue” is likely to be disrupted in time, space, topic and role. 

I stand before those gathered with an anxious sense that I am awaiting something/someone 
that has not yet arrived, I begin the panel with two stories from my own professional and 
personal experience. 

First: 

I was recently thrown by the report that a lovely colleague that I had worked with closely is 
demented. “Unbelievable!” I think. He’s younger than I am. It was just yesterday, no, actually a 
few years ago, that he moved from Seattle to another city … I had understood that he was 
continuing to see his patients long distance. Personally I had been irritated by having lost 
contact with him. “He dropped me,” I thought. 
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Now, comes this news.  

“Huh?? No. I can’t believe this rumor.” A few weeks pass before I can bring myself to reach out 
for more information; finally I email a colleague who responds promptly, “Yes. Dementia. 
Premature dementia. Yes, that’s probably why he and his wife moved away. There was a 
farewell party (Why wasn’t I informed, invited, included?). It was sad. He seemed confused.” 

“This is absolutely terrible,” I think. “When? How?? How can it be true? What did I not see? 
What did I misinterpret? How come he got this destiny?? He’s too young.” 

“Maybe I can go visit him,” I think …” I want to see him, to observe his state for myself. Is this 
still the friend I knew?” 

 I want to thank him, to say something, but what? To think something else, but what?  I want to 
say farewell to a former companion.  

I want it not to be true. 

And  I want someone to have handled this situation differently so that somehow I could feel 
better. This solitary struggle with unwelcome news is unacceptable to me. 

Well. He is truly lost. Especially, I think, to me. I had no closure. Frankly, I think someone should 
have let me in on the news so that I could process somehow. Whose job would that be? 

I hate the news, I hate not having known. I hate not knowing. I want something more or else. 

Interesting. Let’s look at my second story: 

Once I, myself, was the wife of a dying psychoanalyst. I was 35. He was 40. It was shocking. He 
was dead three weeks after his diagnosis. It was an unbelievably rapid collapse of a vigorous 
enlivened person. There was a huge amount to be processed with, and for, him. For me. For our 
kids. Our friends. Our family.  

And yes, his patients and colleagues. That professional job had to be taken care of and was 
taken care of tidily, as far as I knew, by a close colleague and friend who worked in his office. 
My dying husband sat with her and went through his clinical cases to triage them. As his wife, I 
had no time or interest. I had to deal with a lot of professional things after his death: selling his 
office, absorbing his office furniture, his books, his records, his files. I also had to adjust to my 
new place with his colleagues, people that used to be our friends but could no longer see me 
for their pain over the loss of him. I not only lost him, I lost our community. 

My husband, the dying psychoanalyst, had felt violated when a colleague brought one of his 
analyzands to the hospital room to say goodbye to him. At that point he only cared about 
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himself and the urgent need to adjust to his new destiny. His, to him, former patient felt like an 
intruder, an unwelcome reminder of what had formerly been the center of his life, now already 
lost to him. 

Amazingly, some 20 years later a woman showed up in my own professional office. She turned 
out to be another abandoned patient of my deceased husband. Actually, she came on the 20th 
anniversary of his death. She had been tracking me for all those years. She had been going to 
his grave for 20 years. Her old therapist, now long gone, had been the central figure in her life. 
She had lost him prematurely, but had never really let him go. Now she just wanted to sit with 
me and speak of her attachment to him and the loss. For her it was like the loss of a father. 
Idealized, yes, but psychically important, and abruptly taken away. 

I felt shock and disorientation as I took in her story. I was going on with my post-loss life, 20 
years later but still not ready for this encounter with the real legacy of my past husband’s 
professional work. My defenses were challenged by the encounter with hers. For me she 
appeared like an unexpected ghost. For her I suppose I was a specter of her long lost dear 
therapist. 

So now, in this IFPE forum, we propose to go more deeply into the complexities of our 
professional legacies. We want to increase our ability to comprehend our unique kinds of 
attachments and losses. 

How can it be that I personally, after all these moving experiences and reflections, to this day 
have a professional will that is only a few paragraphs long? Why have I personally, still not fully 
taken in most of what is involved here??  

We would like to think together today and see what we can allow ourselves to know. 
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Joe Hovey, MSW: “Science out of pain” 

My first therapist died shortly before I graduated from college, in the winter of 2011. I got the 
news via a text message from a high school friend: “Michelle died last night.”  I felt numb, 
mostly, walking down the frozen streets of Hyde Park, absorbing the death. I think I shed a tear, 
at most maybe two. For years after, even to this day, I would explain how Michelle and I had a 
somewhat detached relationship, characterized by long breaks and brief work. We only met 
when I was back from college, over vacations. We hadn't even met for over a year before her 
death. All that to convince myself that I didn't really care, that her death didn't hurt too deeply?  
Well, it hurt deeply enough that I didn't return to therapy for nearly three years. 

The summer of 2013, meeting with my future thesis adviser, I truly mourned Michelle for the 
first time. The context escapes me, but somehow I began discussing those months between my 
knowing that Michelle was “sick” (was it cancer?) and knowing that Michelle was dead. I 
wondered with my professor, why hadn't I reached out to say goodbye?  At the time, I had told 
myself that Michelle didn't want to be bothered by me, to feel the need to respond to my 
condolences, or otherwise care for me. But—a few years removed—I realized what a potential 
gift my gratitude might have been to my dying therapist. How could I have denied us both that 
moment of grace?  It was momentarily heart-breaking: a few tears fell. Then, inspired and 
curious, I got to work. 

My resultant thesis research explored how clinicians—more specifically clinical social workers—
interact with their mortality in their clinical and professional practice. As a patient, I hadn't 
been trained in how to lose a therapist; I never even got word from an official source of my 
therapist's death. I wondered how therapists prepare themselves and their clients for the 
ubiquitous threat—and eventual promise—of their demise. For example, do clinicians draft 
professional wills, as repeatedly recommended by authors on the subject? And even more 
generally, in what ways does the therapist's mortality enter the clinical encounter?  I sought 
answers to these questions and more through the administration of 83 online surveys and 8 
brief phone interviews; participants were all clinical social workers, as white and female as the 
broader profession, but older, more psychodynamic and more private practice-oriented than 
average. 

In short, study participants painted a picture of ambivalence and good intentions. My survey 
respondents resoundingly endorsed the importance of professional wills, both ethically and 
clinically, yet only 14% had completed them (to be fair, an additional third reported “informal 
arrangements”). Further, clinicians reported a willingness to engage in discussions of clinician 
mortality, and a belief that their mortality impacts the clinical work, yet only 30 of 83 clinicians 
report ever having discussed their mortality in the clinical encounter—notably, all identified 
these mortality talks as beneficial. Phone interviewees echoed these themes, in deeply felt and 
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illuminating conversations, discussing the death of their analysts, their resistance to writing a 
professional will, their desire to escape the inevitability of death through the vitality felt in their 
clinical work. 

Completing this research was alternately torturous and rewarding, to say the least. Everyday, 
reading articles about this death or another, put me in near constant contact with my own 
impermanence. Crossing every street, I wondered what would happen if I were struck by a car. I 
became hyper-aware of every fallen, thinning hair. I believe a piece of me wanted this project 
to serve as a sort of panacea for my quarter-life death anxiety. Alas, no easy answers, but a rich 
stirring of questions, which I continued to engage, and lasting connections arose. 

Meeting Karol Marshall and Rachel Newcombe felt like a soothing balm, a staid assertion that 
my work was worthwhile. Rachel was giving a break-out talk on professional wills at the 2014 
annual conference of the Northwest Alliance for Psychoanalytic Study. I at first resisted 
attending her talk: I was so sick of professional wills, of my mortality, of my endless thesis. Yet I 
was drawn by the promise of connecting with like-minded folks. I lingered at the door when I 
saw that I would comprise half the audience: me and one other person (I found out her name 
was Karol). Entering, though, Rachel assured me that I could leave if I wanted. But that thought 
escaped me quickly, as the three of us entered a rich, mutually engaging discussion of 
professional wills, personal disclosure, clinician mortality, and how the hell to do this work. “We 
should do a panel at IFPE,” Rachel beamed. 

Sharing my research at the 2014 IFPE conference, sandwiched in time and space by my 
wonderful co-presenters, I felt a warm peace. Their ideas informed and bolstered my 
presentation mightily: at Karol's suggestion—or was it Rachel's—audience members read the 
touching, heartfelt words of my participants. As audience members gave life to those words of 
pain and ambivalence, I was reminded anew of the compassion I'd felt months before over the 
phone. I shared also, of course, some of the more quantitative data: how few of us actually 
produce professional wills, how we report willingness to engage in mortality talks and rarely do.  
Also, I discussed the interesting correlations between many mortality attitudes and having at 
least one older client: a compelling case for the intersubjective power of the clinical encounter. 

For all the interesting data—the proof of the profession's death denial (death ambivalence?)—
it was the voices of my study participants, embodied by the IFPE audience, which truly struck a 
chord personally (and later still the personal stories of the audience members themselves). 
Death breeds pain and fear, but also makes life worth living, worth seizing. Study participants 
and IFPE members voiced both the pain and the promise associated with a clear-eyed 
comprehension of these shared realities of existence: indeed, a well-held mortality can prove a 
vitally curative force in the clinical work. I'll end here as I ended at IFPE, with the words of a 
study participant: 
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My second analysis she was preparing me for her death. She was really preparing me for it, 
which was something I needed, because it helped me work through my mother's death. What 
she was doing was very, she was saying “I'm going to die. I may even die in the middle of this 
before you've completed your treatment. Or I may get so sick and I can't work anymore.” And I 
went back to her, but she said to me, “You have to realize I may get sick, and maybe I can't work 
for a couple of weeks, or I may die in the middle of this... But,” she said, “Let’s see how much 
work we can do in the meantime, I'm still alive here.” 
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Rachel Newcombe, LICSW: “How to Live” 

Karol Marshall has given a dazzling introduction to our panel --- her usual lyrical prose was 
captivating as she recalled her own experiences about colleagues and family members dying. 
Then Joe Hovey, a recent graduate of Smith School of Social Work, has presented his excellent 
research about clinician mortality and professional wills and therapists’ resistance to creating 
them. 

I present third and the first thing I announce is that I am getting bored by the all this death talk! 
I want to talk about living instead of dying. Once again I am reminded that we can’t talk about 
one without the other. 

Yes, through my research, I have learned that fear of death is the most common reason 
psychotherapists and psychoanalysts resist preparing a professional will. And yes, I do know 
that all of us need a professional will, a plan, in case we die suddenly or become debilitated or 
injured without warning. Preparing a will should not be an after-thought or a boring topic. 
Rather, discussing this topic of death and wills can turn into a lush conversation overflowing 
with autobiographical clinical material --- transferences, resistances, grandiosity, even envy. 

If resistance is one of the cornerstones of psychoanalysis, signaling the presence of buried 
material, and if many of us resist writing our professional wills, then perhaps it is time to openly 
explore what prevents us from preparing this crucial document: The Professional Will. 

(What you just read above is what I prepared for my presentation shortly after Joe, Karol and I 
met in my office in downtown Seattle. We were getting to know each other as a three-some, 
becoming a very interesting triangle.) 

Okay. It is my turn to talk. I begin with an excerpt from Battlestar Gallactica.  

“In our civil war, we’ve seen death. We’ve watched our people die. Gone forever. As terrible 
as it was beyond the reach of the Resurrection ships, something began to change. We could 
feel a sense of time, as if each moment held its own significance. We began to realize that for 
our existence to hold any value, it must end. To live meaningful lives, we must die and not 
return. The one human flaw that you spend your lifetimes distressing over… Mortality is the 
one thing… Well, it’s the one thing that makes you whole.” 

                                                                                 Number Six, Battlestar Gallactica 

This is an unusual choice for me. I do not watch this kind of movie. 

A few nights ago my friend Tina took me to a yoga class at Grace Cathedral Church. There were 
about 300 of us in all shapes and sizes spread out on our yoga mats listening to our yoga 
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instructor guide us through poses. Live music was playing. Silence filled the cathedral, the 
particular kind of silence that can only come when 300 people practice yoga together in a 
church with live music playing. 

Back to my presentation ---- I feel a warmth wash over me as I look around the crowded room 
seeing faces of people I know, people I love. New faces too. 

This is what I say: 

August 13th  

I just re-wrote my new patient list of telephone numbers on my billing stationary. First name, 
last initial and telephone number. I have done it like this for the past 16 years. I also have 
telephone numbers and addresses in my billing book. When I retire my datebook on December 
31st each year I stick the old list in the back flap of my billing binder. 

Nothing is kept on my computer. If I should die suddenly, someone needs to know where to 
find this list. Preferably, I should choose a fellow therapist who lives on my island. This fellow 
therapist should also have a set of my office keys, a list of organizations I belong to, names of 
journals I subscribe to, all these things that should be properly documented on my professional 
will. There is only one problem…. I have not completed filling out my professional will.  

I tell the audience an experience from the spring: 

As some of you may know, Karol and Joe were the two participants in a lecture I gave in Seattle 
about the resistance to completing a professional will. Well, technically I am not so sure you can 
call it a lecture when there are only two people present. I quickly abandoned my mode of 
presenting and the three of us sat in a close circle talking about death, dying, loss and 
resistance. Out of this conversation, this panel here today was born. Death and birth are 
inextricably linked.  

All eyes are on me and I continue. 

October 25th 

I am on my vacation in Vancouver, Canada in a penthouse apartment in Yaletown. I look out of 
the windows and can see the Granville Street Bridge and all the varying sizes of apartment 
buildings. I need to talk to you about responsibility. About what happens if/when we suddenly 
die. About keeping immaculate and concise patient notes so our professional executor knows 
how to contact our patients to give them the news that we are dead. 
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What if my patient notes are not so immaculate and telephone numbers are missing? Then 
what? To talk about a professional will means we have to talk about what we are doing in the 
present.  

So is it still denial of death if I am afraid to talk about the present? 

I say to my colleagues in the audience: Let’s do this together. 

 I ask: Who are the two people we want to be in charge of our practice should we die? 

Write down their names. And their telephone numbers. 

I share what happened to me when I first did this exercise.  

I get lost in imagining the people I am choosing picking up the phone and calling my patients. 
What will they say? I want these two people to be people I can trust, people I like. People who I 
don’t have to worry whether or not they will say the right thing. But then I start thinking, what if 
somebody I didn’t pick gets mad or upset with me because I didn’t pick them? Then I remind 
myself that I won’t be alive to bear witness to their upset-ness. 

Then I call on the people present to share their answers. 

This is when the magic of an IFPE conference begins! I ask people to read me some of their 
answers. I ask why they chose these people and not others. My friend raises her hand and 
shares a story about a friend of hers who has recently died. She raises interesting ideas and as I 
scan the audience I see that people are buzzing, shaking their heads with recognition. Douglas 
Maxwell responds to this comment and also brings up an interesting idea --- more hands shoot 
up, people are responding to each other. Ideas are flowing. Laughter fills the room. People are 
waiting to talk and responding to each other.  

At this point I know what I must do. I follow a directive that my dear friend Gersh Molad asked 
of us during an IFPE conference in Chicago, 2003. I PUT MY PAPER DOWN. 

What is happening right here in this room is an IFPE conference becoming an alive space. It’s 
what happens when we privilege the present moment, when we believe and trust that 
knowledge is created when people can talk with each other, when original plans are diverted, 
when the collective conversation is much bigger than the words on the page. 

I call on an analyst and he shares a personal story about his life, about what living and dying 
means for him. This colleague has been on the board of IFPE, his personality and intellect 
infusing many of us with psychoanalytic possibilities. He is a Jungian at heart but he is also one 
of the most ecumenical thinkers I know, he engages difference and appreciates ideas. 
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My friends and colleagues from Seattle share stories about writing professional wills and losing 
them. People I don’t know raise their hands offering interesting ideas. Someone in the back of 
the room from New York City, a first time presenter, shares her emergent thinking about 
professional wills and analyst disclosure. 

Another first time IFPE presenter, Kerry Bramhall from Seattle, shares a particular concern 
about an executor looking through her files. I let her know that I, too, have the exact same fear! 

Before we know it our panel comes sliding into the last few minutes. 

I never actually get to give the details about how to complete a professional will. 

Originally I was going to end my presentation with an excerpt from Amy Koppleman’s novel, I 
Smile Back: 

“If death were woven into the fabric of one’s story early on, it would cease being abstract. 
Death like birth would be relegated to detail. A date on the calendar, a snapshot complete with 
color. Death is a manifestation, the complete and total embodiment of fear. A world without 
fear would be peaceful. There would be no need for sublimation.” 

But I do not get a chance to read this because I run out of time. 

Instead, I thank everyone for the spontaneous opportunity to think about dying and lying. (This 
is a slip, I meant to write “living” and now I wonder, what is the lie we tell ourselves in order to 
live?)  As I write this last sentence my mind circles back to the quote from Battlestar Gallactica: 
“Mortality is the one thing… Well, it’s the one thing that makes you whole.” 

 

If you would like to contact these presenters, following are their email addresses: 

Karol Marshall: mailto:karol@karolmarshall.comai 

Joe Hovey: mailto:joehovey@gmail.com 

Rachel Newcombe: mailto:newcomberachel@gmail.com 
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Truth and Fiction: When Patient and Therapist Are Revealed 

Linda Sherby, Ph.D., ABPP 

 In 2013 my book, Love and Loss in Life and in Treatment, written from the viewpoint of both a 
psychoanalyst and a widow and intertwining memoir with my work with patients, was published by 
Routledge.  That year I also began writing an almost weekly blog called Inside/Outside that, through 
clinical vignettes, illustrates the continuing interaction of the patient-therapist dyad.  My hope was and 
is that both would be read not only by a psychoanalytic audience, but by the general public as well, since 
I fervently believe that if psychoanalysis is to thrive we must talk not only amongst ourselves. My thesis  
is that my book is mostly truth and that my blog is mostly fiction, but that both provide in-depth insights 
into the therapeutic process. 

My motivation for writing the book was twofold. Personally, I wanted to memorialize my late husband 
George and our relationship. I wanted to continue to have him in black and white, even though I could 
no longer have him as a flesh and blood human being. It was a way to stay connected to George, as well 
as a way to move beyond him (Sherby, 2013).  

Professionally, I wanted to address the issue of how a therapist’s current life circumstances affects the 
treatment. As analysts we are accustomed to dealing with countertransference issues related to our 
pasts and our internal dynamics, as well as to the interaction created by the patient-therapist dyad. We 
have paid less attention to how our present life affects both our patients and our work. Especially during 
George’s illness and eventual death, it became clear to me how much my current life affected how I was 
in the treatment room. It isn’t, however, only major life events that affect our work, but rather any and 
all of our current life circumstances.  

In order to both memorialize my husband and our relationship and to show how the analyst’s current 
life circumstances affects the treatment, I had to be willing to reveal far more of myself than is 
customary for an analyst. I had previously written about the issue of self-disclosure and had concluded 
that self-disclosure involves the delicate balance between a desire for connection and a wish for 
protection. During times of great stress, the analyst may well have a greater need for human 
connectedness. She may have less tolerance for feeling alone in the consulting room and may therefore 
reveal more than she might in other circumstances. Conversely, these same times of stress may lead the 
analyst to yearn for greater privacy. Already feeling vulnerable, she may wish to withdraw and expose 
herself even less than usual to the scrutiny of her patients. This wish to protect herself will also impact 
what she is willing to reveal or, more likely, not to reveal (Sherby, 2005). 

When I chose to write a book that would intertwine memoir with my work with patients, I knew 
that I would have to reveal myself. I also knew that I was still a practicing analyst, that I had no plans to 
retire, and that I had to live with the possibility that past, present or future patients would read my 
book, as well as professional colleagues who might well criticize me for my openness. Although I did not 
reveal everything about myself and made clear that I was not going to reveal every possible secret about 
my life, I did reveal far more than is usual for an analyst. 

So what does it mean that I excluded certain facts from my book? On the one hand, obviously 
no one can include every fact about their past and present life, for the length of such a book would be 
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impossible to imagine. Similarly, there are facts that are tangential to the story and therefore need not 
be included. Still, there were facts about myself, my husband, and various of the people in our lives that 
I chose not to tell, mostly as a form of protection, to feel less vulnerable, less judged, less criticized, or, 
when about a person other than myself, to avoid embarrassing or hurting that person.   

 Then there is the even more complicated question of the patient material. In the book, in every 
instance I had a specific patient in mind who I was writing about. Since patient confidentiality, however, 
was my greatest concern, most – although not all - of the patients presented are composites of patients 
I have worked with over the course of my forty plus years of doing treatment. Although I tried to remain 
true to the patient and or idea being presented, I incorporated aspects of many patients, such as family 
histories, physical appearance, or presenting problem, to create one viable, true-to-life patient. 
Sometimes the composites were drawn not only from patients, but from friends, acquaintances, or even 
my own imaginings.  

I also use a great deal of dialogue so as to bring the patient-therapist relationship to life. This 
dialogue is not based on verbatim transcripts and only rarely does it come from direct quotes from my 
notes written either during or after specific therapy sessions. Mostly the dialogue flows from my own 
mind as I attempt to capture the intensity of a particular interaction, the significance of a certain dream, 
or the repeated struggle between the desire for and terror of growth and change (Sherby, 2013). 
Throughout, I make every effort to stay true to both my own voice and those of my patients. So, the 
question then is, am I writing fact or fiction? 

As I said earlier, my answer is that my book is mostly fact. “Love and Loss” is basically a 
chronological story with flashbacks, spanning my life from the time I met my husband, through his 
illness and death and for several years thereafter. Intertwined with that memoir is my work with 
patients. And, as I also said before, in every instance I had a specific patient in mind, although most of 
the patients and the dialogue are disguised or imagined. 

For example, the first two chapters chronicle my getting to know George and our developing 
relationship and love, coupled with my work with a severely disturbed young woman. Hers was one of 
the most intense and tumultuous treatments of my career. We formed an instantaneous attachment 
that was filled with both love and hate (Sherby, 1989). This was a patient who had been adopted and 
who developed a psychotic transference that I was her biological mother. In retrospect, I came to realize 
that this young woman filled a corresponding need in me. When I chose to be with George, that decision 
meant that I would not have my own biological children, so this patient came to be my child, just as for 
her, I was her mother (Sherby, 2013). This is a true story. Some of the facts may be distorted or omitted, 
but the story itself is true.   

This idea of truth with some distortion runs throughout my book. Whether I’m talking about 
leaving my practice, my friends and my home in Ann Arbor, Michigan and relocating to Boca Raton, 
Florida, or dealing with George’s gradual deterioration, or his death or my grief, I’m presenting my life as 
it was, again with some omissions.  And the patients I present – the patients I’m leaving in Ann Arbor, 
my new patients in Boca Raton, the patients I tell or don’t tell about the reason for my “family medical 
emergencies,” the patients I tell or don’t tell about George’s death and the widows I work with after 
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George’s death – these patients are true depictions of the patients I worked with, although many, many 
facts about them may have been changed. 

In contrast, I believe that the majority of my blogs are mostly fiction, despite the fact that I am 
as real in my blog as I am in my book. I never fabricate my real life experience, I try to remain true to 
how I would be in the clinical situation, as well as to my own voice. But most of the patients are fictional. 
I do not have a specific patient in mind, although, for example, a patient’s lateness or anger may pique 
my interest and lead me to write a blog on the topic with a fictionalized patient. I do not use disguised 
patients in my blog because given the number of blogs I write and the brevity of the blogs, I don’t 
believe I could adequately develop a plausible composite patient, while maintaining confidentiality. 

To give you an example, I offer a somewhat abridged blog I wrote last year, “A Dog’s Life” 
(Sherby, 2014). 

For what seems like the twentieth time today, but is actually only the fourth, I say, “I’m not going to be 
going on vacation, so we’ll be able to meet the next two weeks.” 

“Oh,” Terri says, smiling. “That’s great for me. Feels like a gift. I’ve been feeling really scared about your 
leaving. Almost like I couldn’t make it without you.” Then her smile vanishes, her eyebrows knit. “Is 
everything all right? You’re not sick or something?” 

For me, in situations that involve my life and directly impact my patients, full disclosure is the preferred 
response. 

“I’m fine. I have a very sick dog and there’s no way I could leave her.” 

Terri clenches her jaw. “You’re canceling your trip because of a dog?” 

Terri’s anger brings me out of my self-preoccupation with my own feelings of sadness. I feel a flash of 
anger, surprised by her total lack of empathy. And then I remember. Of course, one of the many 
traumas of Terri’s childhood. My anger vanishes. 

“Seems like you’re thinking about the time your parents went to Japan and left you with the babysitter 
when you were so sick and ended up in the hospital.” 

“They didn’t give a shit about me. All they cared about was each other and having fun. I was like the 
third appendage no one wanted. They probably would have preferred if I died.” 

“That experience is the metaphor of your childhood – alone, isolated, scared, unloved.” 

“You got it.” 

“So, Terri, what does it mean for you that I’ve given up my trip to stay home with my dog?” 

“A dog is getting more than I ever got. A dog’s got a better life than me.” 

“So you feel angry with my dog, jealous. Do you also feel angry with me? After all, I’m staying home to 
take care of my dog. I wasn’t going to stay home to take care of you, so that might feel like I’m doing the 
same thing to you your parents did.” 
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“Yup! Same thing. I don’t get it, I don’t understand how people can get so attached to their dogs. 
They’re only dogs.” 

A mixture of feelings flood me, sadness, anger, fear. I struggle to separate my concern about my dog, 
from my need to stay focused on my patient’s needs and issues.  

“There’s lots going on here, Terri. You feel jealous of my dog and angry with me for behaving in a way 
that feels rejecting of you, like I’m choosing my dog over you.” 

“Well you are, aren’t you?” 

“The caring and concern I feel for my dog is different from the caring and concern I feel for you. That 
doesn’t negate my feelings about you, but I do understand that’s how it feels to you.” 

Terri sits staring off.  

“I wish you had been my mother,” she says suddenly. “I bet you would have been the perfect mother. I 
bet you’re staying home for your dog means you would have stayed home for me too.” Silent tears 
trickle down Terri’s face.   

Sadness fills the room, both Terri’s and mine. But I don’t want to neglect her anger.    

“What happened to your anger?” I ask. 

“I don’t know. I guess I can still feel angry when I think about your choosing your dog over me. But 
really, I had shitty parents. And you would have been a great parent. I hope your dog gets better,” she 
says as she heads for the door. 

Although I suspect even this statement is not unambivalent, all I say is, “Thank you.”  

 So, for me, this is a true story. I did have a very sick dog. I did cancel my vacation because of my 
dog. And I did tell patients why I was canceling my trip if they asked me. However, the patient is entirely 
fictional. I do believe that I once had a patient who was angry that her parents left her when she was 
sick as a child, but I don’t remember who that patient was or her issues. I’ve certainly had patients 
who’ve been angry with me choosing someone else above them, and I’ve also had patients who wished I 
had been their mother. But that all having been said, this patient is fictional. I was trying to raise several 
points in this blog – the question of self-disclosure, transference/countertransference issues, the 
therapist’s self-awareness and internal dialogue, and, as in my book, how a therapist’s current life 
circumstance can affect the treatment. 

 So, my conclusion is that my book is mostly truth and my blog is mostly fiction. The next 
question is, “Does it matter?” There are clearly some important differences between my book and my 
blog. My book gives a much more complete picture of me, of my patients, and of the therapeutic 
process. As you could tell, my blog is short. The prevailing wisdom is that a blog is not supposed to be 
over 750 words because online readers have a short attention span. As a result, I jam a lot of ideas into 
the blog and often have the process moving along a lot faster than it would.  Almost all of the patients in 
my book are complex depictions of real human beings, whose progress – or lack thereof – I show over 
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time. The complexity of the clinical situation and the intensity of interaction between patient and 
analyst are more clearly captured, as is the effect of the therapist’s current life circumstance on the 
patient.  

But I don’t believe that it is the truth or fiction of the writing that allows the reader a more in 
depth look at the therapeutic process, but perhaps merely the length of the writing itself – a book, as 
opposed to a blog. After all there has been much fictionalized writing about the therapeutic process, 
some written by therapists themselves like Irving Yalom, others by novelists like Judith Rossner and 
Judith Guest.      

I do believe, however, that my book with its almost truth does provide one significant 
difference, in that it allows the reader to see what it’s really like to work as an analyst as one carries on 
in one’s own life. I offer an excerpt from what Don Stern said in the introduction to Love and Loss: 

 “The problem anyone trying to write a memoir about being a psychoanalyst faces is the 
integration of the life and the work…  

 … With enormous generosity of spirit, [Linda] has allowed us to know everything she can think 
to tell us about her life with her husband, George, whose illness and eventual death is the thread along 
which the pearls of her narrative are strung. As Linda works with her patients, we understand how it is 
for her to live her life, to love and lose George. It’s indelible. Linda gives it to us straight and to the heart. 
We have all been there, even if we have never lost a spouse. We have lived with heartache while we 
continued to want to help other people with everything we had. But never has anyone come back from 
a place like that with a narrative that braids the life and the work together as Linda has done here. She 
has been willing to supply the thread of life along which the pearls of work could make a necklace” 
(Sherby, 2013, p.xii.)         
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Reading, Writing and Winnicott: 

 Reconstructing the Story of ‘I’ in the ‘Good-Enough’ Space 
 

Elizabeth Wolfson, Ph.D. 
 
 
    It is commonly understood that the acts of writing and reading can be transformative. It may 
also be understood, that every story is itself transformed by being read. Here I will discuss how 
the encounter of writer and reader with text parallels the encounter of patient and therapist with 
the patient’s story. To illustrate the analogy, I will draw from D.W. Winnicott’s paradigm of the 
“holding environment,” and discuss the significance of language and metaphor in psychoanalysis 
and psychotherapy (referred to interchangeably for these purposes). I believe this discussion 
offers an enriched perspective on the transformative aspects of psychotherapeutic processes. 
   Writers in all genres express what is remembered or invented, although these distinctions are in 
fact, rendered arbitrary by the unreliability of memory. A writer who finds her “voice” is 
empowered by discovering his/her most authentically felt vehicle of expression and, more so, 
when art results from that expression. The writer whose work is read is gratified by the essential 
human desire to be “seen” and “heard” and additionally gratified or empowered when what is 
read is validated and appreciated. This is, arguably, why a writer writes. 
   Every reader is impacted and changed in the act of reading by virtue of absorbing new 
information. The impact varies insofar as it may be barely discernible or, so dramatic the result is 
shattering, healing or transforming in other ways. 
   Finally, the text itself is transformed in the process of being read through the unique, subjective 
lens of the reader. In this sense, every reading of a story transforms what is read into a new story 
as it is absorbed, claimed, and owned by any particular reader. 
   Susan Sontag (1980) saw writing as a “series of transformations” and said, “The function of 
writing is to explode one’s subject - transform it into something else” (p. 408).  She went on to 
say:  
 

The language of literature must be…the language of transgression, a rupture of 
individual systems, a shattering of psychic oppression.  The only function of 
literature lies in the uncovering of the self in history. (p. 501) 
 
 

   The uncovering of the self through writing is therapeutic in its very nature and not unlike the 
self-discovery that occurs in psychotherapy. In describing the process of memoir writing, the 
psychologist and writer Lauren Slater (2013) said, “You are really reinventing what you have 
already invented, and, in the process of reinvention, you find angles and screws and coils and 
cogs that you missed the first time around.”  
   From this perspective, every act of writing is revisionary and in every telling of a story, a new 
story is being told.  Edmond Jabes (1993) described the writer’s transformation through the 
emergence of the story by observing, “What he (the writer) has written is read in the process, 
hence constantly modified by his reading” (p. 10). Moreover, the writer who is not writing, is 
“..as if in prison contained by what is not being written and can get free of his writing only by 
using it, that is, by reading himself” (p.10). For the writer, the act of writing is a necessary act 
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that releases constraints, transforms and engenders action beyond the story. A central premise of 
psychoanalysis is that patients who fail to examine or who withhold the story of their inner life 
are imprisoned in their neurosis freed only through the expression of the inner life that is their 
narrative. It is by “reading himself,” that the patient is able to connect to the authentic self who 
can move freely in the world.  
   The idea that books and words transform and heal is well documented in the psychotherapeutic 
literature. Bibliotherapy for example, draws on text for self-reflection to build upon and enhance 
the patient’s experiences, life narrative and therapeutic goals. Poetry therapy, or “psychopoetry” 
centers around the patient’s own poems to evoke feelings and associations.  As the therapist 
attends to the patient’s use of language, imagery and affective experience, “self-actualizing 
creativeness” is activated (Maslow, 1959). These techniques, like psychotherapy as a whole, are 
conceptually grounded in the valuing of spontaneity, language, metaphorical thinking, and poetic 
attitude. The assumption of a poetic attitude on the part of the therapist or “practicing 
poetically,” relies not on the therapeutic use of poems per se, but on the practitioner’s engaging 
in a poetic stance (Wolfson, 1998). This includes the practitioner’s openness to being influenced 
by all that the patient brings including the creative manifestation of dreams, symbols and 
metaphor. 
    Metaphor in particular, plays an important role in Freud’s case studies and in all of 
psychoanalytic theory, through such fundamental concepts as primary process, parapraxis and 
wit, free association, and dream content. Freud and other analysts, particularly Jung, focused on 
the connection of metaphor to narrative and to the universal qualities which serve to transcend 
cultural and other differences. Universal metaphors, symbols, and myths as well as patients’ 
associations to them are carefully attended to and interpreted as part of the psychotherapeutic 
process. The language of metaphor in psychotherapy serves the important purpose of 
simultaneously revealing and disguising the patient’s inner life and vulnerabilities. One essential 
difference between the writer-reader encounter and patient-practitioner encounter of the story is 
the actual presence of both participants in the latter as the patient’s story is unfolded. Sanville 
(1991) notes that in this regard, a writer has opportunities for ambiguity and concealment that the 
patient may not have as both parties to the encounter are present as the story unfolds. 
   The practitioner’s attentiveness to narrative and language affirms the patient’s unique 
experience while allowing the patient to “own” his/her narrative. The patient as writer offers 
symbols and ideas through language (which is itself symbolic) presenting and playing with 
language to formulate and present the untold story, as a story for the therapist to read.   
As Jung tells us, “The patient who comes to us has a story that is not told, and which as a rule no 
one knows of” (1963, p.117). The story’s symbols are “…bridges thrown out towards an unseen 
shore” and it is the analyst’s work to meet the symbolic bridges in the interpretation that 
uncovers the story” (1966, p.76). The patient and practitioner are joined at this bridge through 
universally recognized, uniquely experienced symbolic language, in a shared, altered space of 
resonance.  It is here that the patient’s epiphany or transformation may occur. Similarly, the 
coming together of the writer’s proposed intent and the reader’s integration of what has been 
presented is an altered space of communion. It is this encounter which allows the story to come 
into being, transforming the writer, the reader, and the story. As Jabes (1993) said, “The book 
comes into being by allowing itself to be read” (p. 10).  
   The power of metaphor’s universality lies in its direct impact on affective processing so that 
the patient’s story may emerge free from the constraints of cognition. The practitioner’s 
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empathic attunement is crucial in attending to the patient’s language and meaning as well as to  
nuanced verbal and non-verbal expressions, as Arlow (1979) noted: 
 

The analyst’s listening must be exquisitely sensitized to the various aspects of the 
patient’s speech, to what is being said, to how it is being said, when and in what 
context it is being said, to what is not said. This refers not only to the emotional 
tone or quality of voice used by the patient but also the figurative constellations 
employed in his language. (p.366)  

 
   Empathy, creativity, and play are frequently linked in psychotherapeutic literature. Freud 
(1914) described transference as a playground that serves as an “intermediate region between 
illness and real life through which the transition of one to the other is made” (p.154). Winnicott 
(1971) focused on the interaction occurring on that playground as stated, “Psychotherapy takes 
place in the overlap of two areas of playing, that of the patient and that of the therapist.  
Psychotherapy has to do with two people playing together” (p.38). The attuned practitioner 
empathizes and resonates with what is presented by the patient and is subsequently mobilized to 
offer creative response. The practitioner’s creative responsiveness allows for the patient’s 
expression and capacity to ‘play’, free from constraints. As such, the practitioner’s empathy, 
resonance and creativity are constructs with which the safe “play space” is erected for the 
patient. In this space,  the patient can tell write the story as remembered and also to play with 
it—to reconsider, modify, and reconstruct it. In being creative and affirming the creativity and 
validity of the patient, the therapist provides freedom for the patient not only to tell the story, but 
also to reconstruct a new narrative.  Similarly, a reader’s openness to engaging with what is 
presented by the writer and whatever emerges by engaging with the writer’s story is a creative 
act of playing with reality as disbelief is suspended. Resonating with the story, the reader is 
impacted, transformed or mobilized by it.   
   Meares (1992) posited that the first task of the therapist is to “establish the field of play” 
(p.26). Zerbe (1990) suggested that the play of the practitioner is to allow for projections and 
projective identifications to uncover complex dynamics. The range of meanings presented by the 
patient can be understood only when the therapist’s empathy and creativity are activated. 
Significantly, the practitioner must have the “ability to play in an area between reality and 
illusion in order that the patient can begin to play” (Zerbe, 1990, p.13). 
   The interaction is alternatively defined as intersubjective, with regard to the reciprocal play 
between the participants (Atwood & Stolorow, 1984). In the reader/writer paradigm it can be 
said that a writer devises his creation in conjuring the idea of the reader’s responsiveness to the 
work.  In this sense the intersubjectivity of the reader’s role in “playing with” that creation is a 
crucial driver of the writer’s inspiration. Saari (1994) juxtaposed Kohut’s conceptualization of 
“accurate empathy” with that of clinical empathy, which is, “to imagine and refine a patient’s 
perspective of him- or herself through the negotiation of meaning and the creation of a narrative 
truth rather than through the uncovering of an historical truth” (p.38). What matters then, is not 
so much the therapist’s correct interpretation of the story’s meaning, but the therapist’s ability to 
“play” with the patient’s story. Clinical empathy from this perspective is the therapist’s ability to 
move back and forth from one’s own context to that of the patient in the “trans-contextual” play 
space (Saari, 1994). This dynamic interchange of play between patient and practitioner allows 
for the patient’s discovery of his/her creativity and the “True Self,” where the patient’s story can 
be newly constructed (Winnicott, 1965). 
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   Throughout the professional literature the patient’s experience of the therapist’s attunement has 
been alternately described through a myriad of concepts including those of being “merged,” 
“contained,” and “held,” in an “oceanic,” “self-object state,” all stemming from the infant  
experience with the primary object. Unlike the infant who is initially merged with the mother, 
the patient and practitioner are in communion, as two separate beings coming together. 
    Buber observed that to see the other, one must step back and be separate and that “to merge 
with another person is not to encounter him or her, as one cannot encounter something that one 
is” (Cooper, 2003, p.137). Buber’s conceptualization of the I-Thou meeting assumes two 
separate entities remaining separate.  The I meets the other (Thou) in the present, with full 
acceptance of its wholeness, otherness and also, potentiality beyond the present. A reader of text 
enters the space of potentiality in which the story will unfold, while maintaining separateness 
from the story. In psychotherapy the patient and therapist are distinct entities joined through the 
language of the patient’s text. It because of this separateness that they are able to appreciate one 
another and the story emerging in the potential space between them.  
   It is critical that the space be experienced by the patient as safe, because what will unfold in 
that space is unknown, and, for this reason- potentially dangerous. Jung (1966) emphasized that  
psychotherapeutic encounter had to be “a safe container,” and Winnicott delineated criteria for a 
confirming “holding environment,” in which the yet unknown story might freely and safely 
emerge. In the safety of this space, the patient’s openness to the unknown and willingness to not 
know what will happen activates creativity and growth. 

    "Potential space" was Winnicott's term for the safe interpersonal field in which one can be 
spontaneously playful in the presence of the other. The negotiation of the space is in the hands of 
the “good-enough” mother who is attuned to the infant’s nuanced needs for dependency and 
autonomy, and knows when and how to step in and out of the space. The “good-enough” 
therapist comes forward, or steps back as needed, allowing the patient to present and own the 
story through creative, genuine discovery-paralleling the infant’s discoveries in the presence of 
the mother, in this case discovering the story from which other stories will emerge. The potential 
space is a dynamic and flexible space insofar as the story is not only “held” but expanded as it is 
expressed. In Winnicott’s infant-mother situation, the infant who is free to play and create 
develops the capacity to be alone, so that the creative self can emerge. In psychotherapy, the 
“potential space” allows for expression of the patient’s inner life and for the telling and 
reconstruction of his/her story. Here, the patient finds his/her writer’s “voice,” as the story is read 
in the presence of the therapist.  

The therapist as reader is impacted and responds to the patient in ways that engender creative 
play and meaning-making. The growth process is a movement towards self-discovery and a new 
discovery—and as in writing, the author/patient finds and uses his/her authentic voice. Just as in 
the encounter of writer, reader, and story- all three entities are changed, in the patient/practitioner 
encounter of patient, practitioner and patient’s story, all three entities are impacted and a new 
story is formed. The therapist’s engagement with the narrative as a reader is a validation of its 
coherence and potential as a change agent and, as a story that can be changed. Through this 
process, the patient becomes connected to what Winnicott (1965) terms the “True Self,” who is 
“a creative and spontaneous being.”( p. 150). As Winnicott (1965) tells us "Only the True Self 
can be creative and only the True Self can feel real,” ( p. 148). In discovering the voice of the 
authentic or True Self the patient arrives at a re-constructed narrative-a new “story of I.”  
   The authors Parker and Wiltshire (2003) drew from an object-relations perspective to 
distinguish between story and narrative. Contrasting story with narrative, they define story as 
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something told, and perhaps recorded or chronicled, to another. In contrast, the narrative is 
coherent insofar as “…relations are found between things that are recalled or represented. It 
involves reflection upon the material” (p. 100). From this understanding, it is the “re-storying” of 
life experience into narrative that transforms and facilitates greater acceptance of what has 
happened.  
   Building on this distinction, it is understood that while a person can reflect on his/her own 
story, the therapeutic process serves to make sense of a story so that it becomes narrative. Patient 
and therapist unfold the patient’s text together for purposes of revision into something from 
which meaning can be derived.  Just as true art, while infinitely expansive, must resonate for the 
listener or viewer, in psychotherapy the patient’s constructed narrative must ultimately be 
understood insofar as meaning is made of it.   
   Dimaggio, Salvatore, Azzara, & Catania (2003) suggest that a fundamental aspect of 
psychotherapeutic change is the re-constructed self-narrative emerging from “the modification of 
the dialogue that takes place between the characters inhabiting a patient’s self” (p. 156). They 
posit that the new narrative is that which “arises out of a relationship between characters 
negotiating the meaning of events with each other, with one of them emerging as the dominant 
one and taking control of the situation” (p. 158). 
   The patient’s new narrative is the coherent narrative connected to and owned by the authentic 
self. This ownership coincides with and is facilitated by the “good-enough” therapist stepping 
back and allowing for the patient’s letting go.  
   Lobb and Amendt-Lyon (2003), describe this phase from a Gestalt perspective, as “post-
contacting,” in which “both therapist and patient withdraw from the contact boundary to allow 
the possibility of digesting the acquired novelty, in order to integrate it…” (p. 42). It is a place of 
opening space “where the partners disengage from the specific meeting and can be alone in the 
presence of the other” (Lobb & Amendt-Lyon, 2003, p.44). Winnicott viewed the “capacity to be 
alone in the presence of the other” as central to healthy development, entailing full ownership of 
one’s inner life--the willingness to read, write, and revise one’s own narrative.  
   Winnicott described the conditions of this environment as one of holding, handling and object-
presenting as the mother holds the child, handles it and presents objects to it, whether it is 
herself, her breast or a separate object. The practitioner is tasked with holding the patient’s story 
as it is told, handling it (illuminating, probing, questioning, suggesting) and being available to 
participate in the creative play of re-telling and revising the patient’s story. The “good-enough” 
practitioner supports the gradual autonomy of the patient at play, letting go in small steps. The 
transitional object of the infant-mother dyad plays a significant part as the mother allows the 
infant freedom to play, interact with, and fantasize about it imaginatively, and/or within the 
realm of reality. Its "transitional" status is between the child's imagination and the real world 
outside the child so that it is both real and made-up at the same time. The transitional object 
allows the child to enter the experience of both creating and discovering the object, not unlike 
that of the writer who creates and discovers at once. Over time, Winnnicott’s transitional object 
changes and loses meaning, and the “neither forgotten nor mourned” child is able to let go of the 
mother and the object and develop a more independent existence (1953, p. 92). In the therapeutic 
holding environment, the patient is empowered to expand his/her creative capacities, discover 
and test his/her story. The new narrative is both imagined and real insofar as it is uniquely and 
subjectively produced by the creator, while also meaningfully connected to the world. The 
patient is able to let go of the therapist but is never completely isolated as the story connects to 
the world beyond therapy. When the patient leaves therapy, the revised or re-created story of “I” 
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is the transitional object to future stories. This transitional object, like the writer’s story, is a 
bridge between playing and reality, from the inner life of fantasies and projections, to the social 
world.   
   The story of “I,” while owned by the patient, is not a fixed object, but rather a preparation for 
what happens next in the patient’s life-the writing of future stories. As Jabes (1993) tells us, it is 
as if “..the aim of writing were to use what is already written as a launching pad for reading the 
writing to come” ( p. 10).  The patient ending psychotherapy owns the new narrative of the true 
creative self as a transitional object into the world and as a launching pad from which all future 
stories will begin. 
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Playing Language Games with the Bovarys: The Shift from Monologue to 

Dialogue in Couples-Therapy Through the Lens of Literary Lovers 

Irit Paz 

 

In this short paper I'll try to touch upon 3 issues: (1) To draw attention to the 

importance of language as a thing by itself; (2) To introduce two major scholars that 

contributed to the understanding of language in the 20th century: Philosopher Ludwig 

Wittgenstein and literary critic Mikhail Bakhtin; and, (3) To show the benefits of  

linguistic sensitivity to the couple therapist. 

 

When working with couples and families we encounter a complex mass of 

information and many modes of communication: from monologue to dialogue, from 

argumentative discourse or moral evaluations to intimate conversation. There are also 

endless themes and issues to address: parental, sexual, romantic, domestic, financial, 

social or emotional. Most approaches to couples therapy introduce a central apparatus 

to handle this mass of communication: unconscious interpretation, reframing, or 

creating new narratives. Major scholars argue against the integration of systemic and 

psychoanalytic perspectives, mainly because they are based on very different 

premises (Gerson, 1996). Yet I would like to suggest here the great importance of 

finding bridges between the different points of view, without reducing them, since 

each approach has a unique contribution to illuminates a certain aspect of the couple's 

life.  

One major common ground is language and communication. While all approaches 

acknowledge the importance of language as a vehicle for change, the usually treat it 

as a transparent medium and do not search enough for its mechanisms. In this paper 

I would like to invite you to think about the language as a thing by itself, to 

discover the grammar that construct our experience and relationships. I believe 

that philosophy of language and literature can provide the foundation for 

comparison and dialogue between the different psychological perspectives.   
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Wittgenstein's Philosophy of Language  

In modern and post-modern philosophy, language receives central attention as the 

medium where most human activity takes place. Ludwig Wittgenstein (2009[1958]) is 

considered the most influential philosopher of the 20th century, the progenitor of the 

linguistic turn, who turned the philosophical focus on the relation of language to 

"reality", and the way meaning is created. One of his main assertions is that language 

is not a transparent medium of thought, but an integral part of experience, inseparable 

of thinking, acting and reacting to the world. Language is both constructing our world 

and is socially created by intersubjective discourse.   

Wittgenstein's basic statement is that "the meaning of a word is its use in the 

language” (Wittgenstein, 2009, Section 43)1. Language has an ability to "bewitch" us, 

since it is so flexible, one sentence can have many uses and meanings, and two 

different sentences can have the same function and meaning.  

Wittgenstein's method of investigation is based on clarification of confusions. One of 

these confusions concerns the psychological language and the use of Causal 

Explanation: "A misleading parallel: psychology treats of processes in the mental 

sphere, as does physics in the physical" (Wittgenstein, 2009, Section 571).  Both 

psychology and other sciences like physics use causal explanations as part of the 

scientific work: "the water is boiling because it reached 100 degrees" "The child is 

angry because he is frustrated" yet there is a huge difference in the meaning and 

implications. You cannot measure frustration like the water temperature. Psychology 

will never have the certainty of physics, and a psychological explanation is a 

completely different phenomenon from the physical one. We use the grammar of 

causal explanation for different purposes and with different results.  What confuses us 

is the similarity of the structure [X happens because of Y] and psychological 

explanations bewitch us to think that we are talking about a real chain of "cause-and-

effect".  

                                                           
1 In this paper, in-text citations that refer to the works of Ludwig Wittgenstein will use the 
philosophical writing convention of indicating the numbered section of the work noted. 
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An excellent demonstration to the relevance of grammar to couples therapy in 

presented in the story of Madame Bovary, showing how grammar in the 

Wittgensteinian meaning, is in the heart of relationship and psychological experience:  

Monsieur Homais dropped in as usual at half-past six, during dinner. [Charles 

Bovary asks him:] What's new at your house? -Nothing much. Just that my 

wife wasn't quite herself this afternoon. You know how women are – anything 

upsets them, mine especially. We've no right to complain: their Nervous 

system is much more impressionable than ours" (Flaubert, 1857, p. 136) [my 

underlines]. 

Notice how the two "scientists", the doctor and the pharmacist, are creating a theory 

using causal explanation, and this speech-act function to avoid any real contact or 

dialogue with their wives. the explanation establishes the wife as a generalized object 

for observation (them/their). The grammar seems like an empathic language-game yet 

it contains something else: condescending and alienations the wife and the affirmation 

of male superiority (ours).  

A grammatical inquiry can help one detect the "confusion of tongues" (Ferenczi, 

1949) among language games – both in the couple's discourse and psychological 

theories. According to Wittgenstein, meaning is not located in the object, and not in 

the word, it is something revealed in language, through the way in which words and 

expressions are actually used (Elder, 1994, p.4).  And in Wittgenstein's own words: 

"Let the use of words teach you their meaning" (Wittgenstein, 2009, Sections 250, & 

303).  

Wittgenstein coined the term "language-game" to highlight the fact that the speaking 

of a language is a rule-governed, social human activity (Williams, 2002, p. 

220). Language and language games are part of an activity and a form of life. There 

are endless language-games, like the endless practices of human life, and this fact 

makes it a powerful explanatory device to separate and distinguish the different 

discourses that are mixed in the couple's stream-of-conversation. Think of the great 

difference between the romantic and the domestic language-games in couples' life – 

each is a form of life, including the typical discourse and actions, following different 

rules and creating a unique atmosphere.  
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If, for example, a couple lacks the practice of dialogical language games where they 

can discuss personal feelings and concerns with mutual respect, they can spend a 

lifetime in loneliness and detachment like Emma and Charles Bovary. People "do 

things with words" (Austin, 1978) they use them, misuse and sometimes abuse them, 

and linguistic investigation can help detect those grammatical events and change 

them. 

A patient says to his wife: "I need us to be closer, and you shut me off" 

For him it's an expression of a legitimate need, for her it is an accusation, for me it is 

first a description of their distance, and later it becomes clear that there's another 

meaning: it's an expression of pain, like a cry. Unlike the writer of a novel, they do it 

automatically and unconsciously. A linguistic sensitivity during therapeutic work can 

make use of stopping the automatic flow of speech and listening carefully to the 

grammar that constructs the interpersonal events. The bewitchment of language needs 

a constant clarification, since meaning is a dynamic thing, dependent on the sequence, 

the reactions and the context.  

Another common confusion that Wittgenstein addresses is the difference regarding 

first-person and third-person speech “Another person can’t have my pains.  My pains 

- what pains are they?"(Wittgenstein, 2009, Section 253) We use the same words for 

the psychological phenomenon – feelings, sensations, pain, intentions etc. - when we 

talk about ourselves and another person. Yet the feelings of the other person are a 

very different phenomenon. I can feel only my feelings any assertion about the 

feelings of another person is a description by inference. These are two completely 

different grammatical phenomena. When I talk about my pain, according to 

Wittgenstein, the word functions like a cry, like "ouch" (Wittgenstein, 1967, Section 

472)  

These philosophical insights and others, can establish a linguistic sensitivity for 

couple therapists, working in any approach can help detect unconscious processes as 

well as the narrative act, the interpersonal dynamics and so on. A short vignette 

demonstrates how grammar is everywhere.  

James, Jill and myself are trapped in a ritual that starts with his complains about 

things that went wrong because of her sloppy, careless character he gets offended by 
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his attack, usually defending herself apologetically I jump in to defend her, he feels 

that we are in coalition against him and so on. I tried to listen carefully to his 

grammar, shifting the figure and ground in my mind, I tried listening to the structure 

of his complains. What I found was a big insight for me, and a turning point in our 

sessions I saw a pattern that was like a sentence with a missing part. He started with a 

desperate description of her faults and weaknesses and then described the things that 

happened and concluded by "deduction" that the unfortunate happenings happened 

due to her limitation. Usually his story ended with him begging her to make an effort 

and be more capable, independent etc. She couldn't listen to his experience since she 

heard only the accusation of her faulty character, and address only that part. We were 

both blind to hi not being part of the narrative.  

Analyzing the linguistic structure of his part in the dialogue reveals a missing link:   

• She is (too dependent, irresponsible, sloppy and so on) 

• Something went wrong (we were late, the food was not ready etc.) 

• Conclusion: It must be because of her, she should make an effort 

I noticed that he speaks as if he is not part of the situation. Something is missing in 

the sentence – something from the first-person experience he used to describe things 

and events that they were both involved-in yet never mentioned his experience or his 

part in the events. The subject of the sentence was either h or the bad event. In literary 

terms, he is always the passive end-result of the story, never the agent or protagonist. 

Knowing that he has very critical parents I had a hunch that the missing grammatical 

part has something to do with that. Until that time in a long couples therapy, 

interpretations concerning his projections not useful in gaining insight of his 

experience.  

I understood that my psychoanalytic interpretations in this setting were experienced as 

a part of the "blaming" language game that colored their relationship. I suggested my 

linguistic insight, telling them that the way he speaks sound that he is not present in 

the story, and asked him: 'Please tell us again the facts that happened and what were 

your part in the event". I also asked her to try and focus on the "missing link", try to 

listen only to his experience and ask only about that. This "grammatical" shift led to a 

very different session where we could, for the first time, truly hear his experience and 
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step out of the "blaming" loop. We discovered his unconscious shame and guilt for 

being late, for not cooking enough, for inviting guests to his not-so-tidy home. He was 

too anxious to think about his own responsibility that he had to erase it from the story 

and thereby his language included only her.  

I believe that the hidden part of the conversation is the grammar of the unconscious 

(Elder, 2004). In fact, I suggest that the grammar is the unconscious; the language 

game just described is the way James and Jill are creating their mutual experience of 

her being the only responsible and guilty one, and him being a passive bystander.  

They grammaticize their experience and construct a world of causality, where she is 

always the subject-cause and he is the object, the effect of her.   

Exploring the grammar in clinical material is important yet, if one wishes to get a 

deeper insight into the workings of language, fine literature is a wonderful source to 

do it. Psychoanalysis and literature seek to get at deep truths about the human 

condition that cannot be tested in a lab. Each, moreover, share related methodologies. 

Psychoanalysis uses case studies and process dialogue to “dramatize” its theories and 

illustrate its findings (Spergel, 2012) Using literary method and literary text can 

present a fresh perspective in order to ask new questions.  

Literature: Mikhail Bakhtin,   

Mikhail Bakhtin, a Russian philosopher and literary critic inspired different traditions 

in philosophy of language and discourse analysis. He ascribed a special attention to 

the subject of monologue and dialogue in literature and in daily discourse. His   

conception for a dialogue is based on the Buberian I-Though encounter, and is defined 

as "two meanings parceled out between two separate voices" (Bakhtin, 1981, pp. 327-

328).  But these two voices do not necessarily belong to two separate people! A 

stream of thought o even a single word can be dialogical if it has several meanings.  

Moreover, Bakhtin is one of the philosophers that consider an intersubjective dialogue 

as the foundation for the emerging subjectivity:  

Dialogue here is not the threshold to action, it is the action itself. It is not a 

means for revealing, for bringing to the surface the already ready-made 

character of a person; no, in dialogue a person not only shows himself 

outwardly, but he becomes for the first time that which he is —and, we repeat, 
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not only for others but for himself as well. To be means to communicate 

dialogically. When dialogue ends, everything ends. Thus dialogue, by its very 

essence, cannot and must not come to an end. (Bakhtin, 1984. p. 252) 

Dialogism is a linguistic function but it has ethical and relational meaning, since it 

enables a subject to contain the radical otherness, to sustain and think through 

exterior point of view. Accepting the other's existence as something that is not me, 

enables the subject to create empathy and care. This way, dialogue is the linguistic 

basis both for subjectivity and intersubjectivity, for the human ability to hold another's 

point of view (de Man, 1983) This is the reason I propose the dialogical language 

game as a key to health and pathology in couples relationship. I believe Madame 

Bovary is an excellent book to study the tragedy of leading a monological marriage 

life – two separate monologues that never meet. The following quote from the book is 

considered by psychoanalytic writers the crux of the marital problem of the Bovarys:  

The next day, however, he seemed a different man. It was he who gave 

the impression of having lost his virginity overnight: The bride made not 

the slightest sign that could be taken to betray anything at all. [everyone] 

stared at her with the most intense curiosity whenever she came near. But 

Charles hid nothing. He addressed her as "ma femme", using the intimate 

"tu", kept asking everyone where she was and looking for her everywhere 

and often took her out into the yard, where he could be glimpsed through 

the trees with his arm around her waist. (Flaubert, 1857, p. 34) 

A psychoanalytic analysis would look at the content and easily notice that something 

went wrong in their wedding night everyone notices it but the couple ignores it. A 

psychoanalytic study by Arlow (2002) points to Emma's envy and revenge feelings 

towards men, and diagnoses her frigidity according to the Freudian causal explanation 

that relates frigidity and hostility to penis envy: "defloration has […] unleashed an 

archaic reaction of hostility towards the man which can assume pathological forms" 

(Freud, 1918, p. 207).  

But we can also change the psychoanalytic language game and from a Narrative 

perspective. But instead of just asking what is the narrative of the couples, (as in the 

Narrative approach to couples therapy) we can analyze the narrative itself  Instead of 

looking at the content, the research would gain much from looking at the structure or 
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the rules of the language game. From a Bakhtinian point of view (Voloshinov, 1994), 

one sees the lack of dialogic language games from the first night of the couple 

marriage life. The grammar of monologue, the two separate internal monologues that 

ignore any other point of view, are beautifully presented in the book, teaching the way 

language constructs loneliness, alienation and depression in marriage.  

Yes they talk, but they do not communicate, and the following quote shows a pseudo 

dialogue:  

"…He was hungry at that hour, and since the servant had gone to bed it was 

Emma who served him. He would take off his coat to be more comfortable at 

table, tell her every person he had seen, every village he had been to, every 

prescription he had written […] then he would go up to bed, fall asleep  

(Flaubert, 1857, p. 47)    

But the monologue runs even deeper, and can be seen in the stream of thoughts of 

Madame Bovary, who longs to be heard but is helplessly drowning in her own 

internal monologue(as typical with depressive patients who describe being trapped in 

their own thoughts):  

"Still, if Charles had made the slightest effort, if he had had the slightest 

inkling, if his glance had a single time divined her thought, it seemed to her 

that her heart would have been relieved of its fullness […] But even as they 

were brought closer together by the details of daily life, she was separated 

from him by a growing sense of inward detachment." (Flaubert, 1857, p. 46) 

[my underlines] 

One can look at the grammar of helplessness and notice the "if" and the passive 

objectifying grammar she uses to talk to herself; there is  not a single "I" or "me" in 

her text, not once she ask herself "how can I relieve my heart?" One can also notice 

the passive tense in "they were brought closer together by the details of daily life". 

When reading the protagonist's internal monologue one can identify the missing part, 

the linguistic games that Emma doesn’t play could have helped her deal with her life. 

For example, she doesn’t play the language-game of "yes, but", that is such a familiar 

dialogical monologue of married people, a way of thought that helps sustain the 

frustrating otherness of the partner. It could be something like: "Yes, he is so dull, but 

he is a good husband, yes, he doesn't like the theater, but we could go to the city 
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sometime” and so on. The author Flaubert does not ascribe her with this healing 

internal-dialogue that portrays a more integrated point of view. 

So when couples like Emma and Charles Bovary, would come to a couples therapist's 

clinic, she can hold in her mind the way they think, talk, and use language in a 

destructive way, to keep their distance and fuel their defense mechanisms.  The 

linguistic insight can be also a compass that directs the therapist towards the clinical 

approach that is most relevant for the moment – psychoanalytic, systemic, narrative or 

relational approach – all paradigms for therapy have their right time and the right 

place, depending on the dominant language game.  

 From a psychoanalytic perspective the therapist can show Emma how she shuts 

herself in her monologue as a defense against intimacy, or interpret his blindness to 

her suffering as a means to hold her idealized image, both mechanisms revealed in the 

language. From a systemic point of view, their language-game reveals the cycle where 

both of them are pushing each other away. The narrative approach can support the 

working with the couple to create a story of people who are the agents and the 

protagonists of their life. 

To sum up, I tried to show the important contribution of linguistic and literary 

sensitivity to understanding couples relationships in the couples-stream-of-

conversation. Fine literature reveals the deep layers of the internal unconscious 

discourse that is usually hidden from sight. Based on postmodern assertion that 

subjectivity is a construct of linguistic patterns, it is very fruitful for the couples 

therapist to understand the automatic linguistic mechanisms that creates and shapes 

good or bad relationships. I thank you for taking part in my search for the grammar of 

love. 
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Nietzsche’s Necessary Fictions Become Psychoanalytic Narratives 

Lynne G. Tenbusch 

 

In this paper I discuss Friedrich Nietzsche’s ideas on knowledge, truth and reality with an 

emphasis on his concept of ‘necessary illusions’ or ‘necessary fictions.’ First, I briefly outline the 

relevant similarities between Nietzsche’s philosophy and relational psychoanalytic principles. 

Then, I suggest that psychoanalytic narratives can be recognized as the necessary illusions about 

which Nietzsche wrote (1886, Sections 11,14, and 22).. I hope to illustrate how Nietzsche’s 

‘necessary fictions’ translate into the temporary, constructed ‘truths’ of relational 

psychoanalysis.  

 

Philosophers articulate a proposition and then go about the task of proving whether it is true or 

false. They approach their data with the query “Is this true? Is the philosophical argument 

proven?” In contrast, Nietzsche was interested in experience. His questions included “What kind 

of person would write this?” “What are the concerns of someone who would believe this?” 

“What did the person who wrote this suffer from?”  Nietzsche believed that the only ‘real’ world 

we can be certain of is the one we experience. He was deeply disturbed by human suffering and 

profoundly troubled by human cruelty. An extension of these apprehensions was his interest in 

how to embrace this physical life and live it to the fullest without denying the pain and 

uncertainty inherent in the human condition. 

 

Nietzsche used two methods of philosophizing: 1) the psychological, wherein he searched for 

hidden motivation, and 2) the historical, through which he studied the development of concepts. 

He wanted to know how a concept evolved and came to be accepted as a truth. In short, 

Nietzsche was interested in motivation, both conscious and unconscious. 

 

   NIETZSCHE’S PHILOSOPHY IN BRIEF 

 

Nietzsche said “God Is Dead” (1882; Sections 108, 125, 343; Zarathrustra, Part 1: Section 2). 

His intention was to acknowledge, or contend, that loss of belief in received metaphysical 
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‘truths’ carried with it the death of faith in the absolute correctness of any single belief system. It 

reflects Nietzsche’s contention that morality and other putative ‘truths’ lack any foundation in 

nature, divinity, or reason (1887; 1883-5). In Genealogy of Morals, he proposed that the 

Enlightenment had destroyed belief in Judaic-Christian morality, but even that had been 

informed by human needs and not, as had been believed, handed down by a metaphysical being. 

Nietzsche also believed that we cannot live without beliefs and values. Hence we have a moral 

imperative to generate new ones, fictional though they will be. 

 

WHAT ARE NIETZSCHE’S NECESSARY FICTIONS? 

 

They are beliefs that cannot be proven to be true and sometimes can be proven false, but are, 

nonetheless, necessary to sustain life.  They are convictions that satisfy the need for stability. 

Nietzsche contends that all belief systems are ‘necessary fictions.’  They are fictions because 

they cannot be proven. They are necessary because without them we would be rudderless in a 

world of chaos.  

 

 For the psychoanalyst, a necessary fiction is, I propose, a narrative that helps the patient 

understand their feelings, choices and behaviors. These fictions are necessary because people 

need some sense of certainty in a world of constant change. Necessary fictions create meaning 

out of the chaos of lived experiences. They are formulations about what feelings and behaviors 

mean at a given time.  One’s experiences can be organized into a coherent and inclusive story, 

but that story cannot be proven. Hence it is illusory and temporary. 

 

NIETZSCHE ON TRUTH 

  

“Truth is error…” Nietzsche wrote, “There is no truth, only perspectives and interpretations” 

(1886, Section 4). Nietzsche maintains that we create ‘truths’ to satisfy needs. What we term 

‘real’ or ‘true’ is simply a projection of our desires and fears.  Truth for Nietzsche involves a 

conditional relationship to an object. This relationship presupposes specific individual goals, 

interests and values. In short, ‘truth’ for any given individual, is a prejudicial, partial point of 

view, a necessary fiction. We are free to believe that our judgments truly reflect the structure of 
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our world, but we can never know with certainty. The only ‘real world’ about which we can be 

certain is the one we experience via our senses and organize into ‘necessary illusions’ via our 

intellect (Nietzsche, 1882, 1904, 1910). 

 

On knowledge: Nietzsche does not deny knowledge, but relocates it in perspective. He defined 

what is ‘known’ as a group of phenomena, organized via an interpretation, a perspective. 

Perspectivism implies that to engage in any activity or belief, we focus on a small part of the 

available material and exclude the rest from our consideration. What we can know at any given 

time depends upon contemporary needs. Those wishes and desires will inform whatever 

perspective we take, and that perspective will determine what we see as true.  

 

 The above ideas forecast the relational belief that there are no absolute and abiding narratives. 

We accept that one formulation fits for now, while knowing that it may change later. Also 

consistent with the relational attitude is Nietzsche’s belief that our needs, conflicts and social 

matrix create the possibilities for what may emerge in any given situation. This resonates with 

the relational belief that the analyst is present in, and contributing to, the construction of the 

relationship. In short, it is impossible to stand outside of the dyad and, without prejudice, observe 

the patient’s dynamics. 

 

Nietzsche described life as constant movement, as becoming. The physical world, and our bodies 

and minds, are in chronic flux. These moving worlds cannot be known with certainty because we 

are trapped in, and limited by, language consisting of static concepts. And static concepts only 

capture part of a stream. Trying to apprehend any specific part of the flux necessarily distorts it. 

Think of a waterfall. Even the drop of water isolated by a high powered camera fails to capture 

the movement, the waterfall.  We capture a static image, but not the waterfall. This does not 

mean we ‘know’ or have identified the flux. It means we have schematized it into assumptions of 

truth that become the foundation for navigating our lives. 

 

Hence, language contributes to the falsification of our experience by taking part of the 

fluctuation and rigidifying it into fixed concepts. Our felt ‘truths’ are formulated into words 

which bring our experience into manageable focus. But, since a becoming world cannot be 
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known, we only know our limited creations which are necessary for stability. Nietzsche cautions 

that we undermine ourselves when we forget that language only captures part of our ‘truth’, for 

part of the time. We can see how Nietzsche’s ‘necessary fictions’ adumbrated the relational 

analysts belief in constructed, provisional narratives. 

 

In sum, Nietzsche proposed that knowledge/truth is relational and that acquiring knowledge does 

not mean we have identified the flux. It means that we have organized and named discrete parts 

of it in the service of piloting our world. In short, truth is an imposition of meaning on movement 

(Nietzsche, 1878, 1904). We can see the resonance with the relational perspective of tentative, 

constructed narratives and embedded truths (Hoffman, 1998).  

 

For Nietzsche, the self as a fixed entity is also a fiction. Rather, what we call ‘self’ is a hierarchy 

of drives, a complex of urges in conflict.  So each of us is many people, or in relational parlance, 

we are multiple (Nietzsche, 1887).  The manner in which we organize our multiplicity shapes our 

character, what we call ‘self’. In other words, the ‘self’ is a set of moving parts, with the 

movement being informed by one’s need at any given time.  In one situation we experience our 

‘self’ in this way. In another situation we experience our ‘self’ differently. Here we see the 

foreshadowing of relational belief in multiple selves (Bromberg, 1998; Stern, 2010; Hoffman, 

1998). 

 

The destruction of a metaphysical subject or self is replaced with re-interpretation of the self as 

process, as a verb, as a fluid dynamic system. Hence the manifold urges comprising the self are 

understood by Nietzsche as a collection of multiple perspectives, based on various desires.  

These perspectives, like ‘truth’ are informed by the question, “What do I need now?” What 

Nietzsche hopes we will attain is a wealth of perspectives organized in a manner allowing for 

comprehensiveness of outlook in a joyful existence.  

 

To review, life is a flux of relations. Knowledge is never final. It is relational and perspectival. 

Knowledge and truth are provisional.  The self is multiple.  Nietzsche focused on truth values vs. 

life values. He asked, “How does our ‘truth’, our fictions, serve our needs and enhance our life?” 

Nietzsche thought in terms of people with specific needs at specific times. He mistrusted 
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abstractions and understood that we think with concepts that cannot capture reality, but are 

necessary for moving through life.  Importantly, Nietzsche contended that there are many truths 

and that what he writes are his truths implying that his reader has no right to claim them. To wit, 

each person has to find his or her own truth, provisional as it may be. This, too, is familiar to the 

contemporary analyst.  

 

RELATIONAL PSYCHOANALYTIC PRINCIPLES 

 

Before I present relational analytic principles, I note that the relational approach is not a single 

system with specific rules. It is distinguished by the attitude with which the analyst approaches 

questions like; what can I know; how do I know it; what are the limits of my knowing? It is a 

difference in epistemology (Hoffman, 1998). 

 

Relational analysts and therapists believe in the unconscious as a driver of behavior.  As we have 

seen, Nietzsche believes that propellers beyond the reach of our consciousness account for most 

of our behavior; that ‘reason’ or consciousness has a low profile in arriving at decisions (Stern, 

2010). 

 

Regarding who knows what: relational practitioners believe that both the patient and the analyst 

can ‘know.’ They do not envision the analytic dyad as comprised of a ‘healthy’ analyst enjoying 

an unbiased view of a ‘sick’ patient.  In contrast to the classical approach, the relational analyst 

understands that the patient might see some of the analyst’s dynamics, of which the analyst her- 

or himself is unaware (Hoffman, 1998; Aron, 1996). 

 

Regarding what we can know; relational analysts believe that knowing is provisional and 

perspectival.  At one point in the analytic process, the patient and analyst agree that a given 

chronicle makes sense in accounting for past and present dynamics. At some time in the future, 

that storyline may surrender to a different narrative. We have seen that this is consistent with 

Nietzsche’s beliefs about knowing (Hoffman, 1998). 
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 The relational analyst does not assume the she/ he has an unconditioned perception and, thereby, 

privileged access to the patient’s unconscious. Nor does the relational analyst assume that the 

patient has neither (Hoffman, 1998). 

 

Relational theory reflects Nietzsche’s belief that there are no absolute enduring truths; rather 

truth is created, personal and temporal.  Nietzsche said, “This is my truth. It may not be yours”. 

He would have counseled a patient to work with, but not depend upon, the analyst to create the 

‘truth’ of how to live.  Nietzsche would have said, ‘You are morally obligated to assume 

responsibility for your own creations.’ In Zarathustra, Nietzsche said, “One repays a teacher 

badly if one always remains a pupil” (1883, Part 1:Section 3).  

 

Regarding the self, relational analysis perceive the self as constructed and embedded within the 

social/environmental fabric. Any shared situation both creates opportunities for, and establishes 

limits on, which aspects of the self can be expressed. There are no Cartesian insulated thinking 

machines or Freudian isolated selves in the relational world.  The self cannot be separated from 

the social/environmental texture. It follows that the self is not fixed or rigid and has no enduring 

essence. One aspect of a person may be expressed within certain horizons and another, 

seemingly contradictory aspect, may find expression in a different circumstance (Stern, 2010; 

Hoffman, 1998).  I note that relational analysts do not claim lack of consistency, only an absence 

of fixedness.  In today’s parlance, the self is multiple. We can see Nietzsche’s work on the self as 

a prefiguring of the above.  

 

The goals of relational analysis include facilitating the patient’s understanding of how she or he 

creates meaning within the therapeutic dyad, and by extension, in her or his outside relationships. 

Interconnecting goals include expansion of the patient’s sense of agency and relational skills, 

understanding how patients generate meaning in their lives, and a deepening understanding of 

unconscious components and how they inform meaning. 

 

 These are all consonant with Nietzsche’s objectives of self-enhancement and ‘human 

excellence’ via facing the truth about our human condition, including our aggressive/violent 

urges and the potentially tragic uncertainty of life.  Nietzsche would also exhort the patient to 
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strive for wisdom by accepting that, though life is without inherent meaning, it offers both joy 

and pain and any attempt to deny any one aspect amounts to a denial of life. 

 

Regarding the unconscious again, relational analysts believe that the exploration of motives, 

wishes and fears outside of awareness are an integral part of the work. Hence unconscious 

motivations are explored via sharing ideas and speculations with the patient vs. offering 

interpretations about the patient’s drives.  Remember that Nietzsche, believing ‘reason’ or 

conscious process to be the less dominant factor in our behavior, presses us to look at our 

unconscious urges in order to write a more comprehensive narrative. 

 

On the question of whether ‘truth’ is discovered or created relational analysts believe that 

psychological truths are constructed. In short most relational analysts believe some variation of a 

constructionist view of truth, which is not to say that they don’t leave room for some basic or 

essential truths.  Irwin Hoffman addresses this point in his book Ritual and Spontaneity (1998). 

We have seen that Nietzsche’s beliefs are similar except that he was more adamant about 

focusing on this physical life because he felt that the prevailing morality degraded our natural, 

physical humanity (Nietzsche, 1887).  

 

In summary, for relational therapists and consistent with Nietzschean theory, truth is provisional, 

the unconscious is a dynamic to be addressed, there is no possibility of objectivity, knowing is 

perspectival, the patient can know the analyst in ways that the analyst may not know her/himself, 

whatever is discussed in any given session both expands and limits what can be created. I 

propose that psychoanalytic narratives fit the definition of Nietzsche’s ‘necessary fictions.’ 

 

 

   SUMMARY OF SIMILARITIES 

 

In summary, for relational therapists and consistent with Nietzschean theory, truth is provisional, 

the unconscious is a dynamic to be addressed, there is no possibility of objectivity, knowing is 

perspectival, the patient can know the analyst in ways that the analyst may not know her/himself, 

whatever is discussed in any given session both expands and limits what can be created. I 
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propose that psychoanalytic narratives fit the definition of Nietzsche’s ‘necessary fictions.’ 

(1886, Sections 11, 14, and 22). 

 

Both Nietzsche and relational analysts subscribe to the following: 

 

1 –Multiple selves vs. single selves. Stated differently, both envision contextual selves vs. 

Descartes’ isolated thinking self, to which Freud also subscribed. 

 

2 – Constructed truth vs. discovered truth. 

 

3 – Provisional truth vs. absolute or eternal truth. 

 

4 – Perspectival knowing. 

 

5- Perspective is informed by needs both conscious and unconscious. 

 

6 – Unconscious process informs a lot, if not most, of our behavior. 

 

7 – Humans are socially embedded, including our sense of self. 

 

8 – Self is a reified concept that we use because we need it, but it does not reflect the ongoing 

experience of what we refer to as the self. 

 

9 – Any given social matrix both opens and restricts which aspects of our ‘self’ and 

consciousness can be available to us at any given time. 

 

10- Nietzsche pointed out the illusion of free will, and relational analysts focus on how the social 

situation restricts which aspects of our freedom can be actualized. 

 

11 – Trust in our feelings and instincts vs. placing reason and theory as top priority. For 

Nietzsche, feelings are an integral part of any belief system. Relational analysis brought the 
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feeling component back into psychoanalysis and Nietzsche brought instincts back into 

philosophy. 

 

12 – Neither Nietzsche nor relational analysts tell patients what the patient is thinking or what 

they should do. Relational analysts do not usually render interpretations. Rather they speculate 

with the patient, puzzling out together what might be transpiring. Nietzsche wrote about his own 

truth, with the proviso that others have to find theirs. Indeed, one complaint about Nietzsche’s 

work is that he analyzes what he perceives as the problem with cultural values and the resultant 

lifestyle, but he refuses to prescribe what any individual ‘should’ do. 

             

    CLINICAL MATERIAL 

 

In closing I offer some clinical material, emphasizing the themes/ narratives/ necessary fictions 

with which Ian came into analysis, and how they changed as we moved through our work. 

 

In the initial phase of analysis, Ian lived under the illusion/narrative that he was unworthy 

because his wife was leaving him. He believed that he was unattractive because his four older 

brothers were, in his words, ‘gorgeous and extraordinarily competent’ in a variety of endeavors. 

Ian idolized them.  Ian’s narrative/fiction about his parents was as follows: his father was a 

competent businessman, but pigheaded and uncaring with regard to Ian, and stupidly 

conservative as well as consistently passive aggressive with his mother. He described his mother 

as intrusive, infantilizing, hysterical and undermining.  Finally, Ian did not experience himself as 

angry. 

 

Nine to ten months into our work, Ian maintained his narrative about being unworthy and 

unattractive. Now, however, he was aware of some inkling of anger, just a small glow which got 

stirred up as he went through the process of his wife returning to her home country. Also during 

this period, Ian’s growing awareness of his social anxiety made him feel hopeless. In addition, 

guilt was beginning to show itself as a prominent component in his necessary illusion of himself. 

This emerged as Ian became dissatisfied with his job. The process of applying for other jobs 

stirred up feelings of guilt about leaving his old boss. His new narrative included the felt belief 
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that if he found a better job, someone would be hurt. It was a zero sum game and either he or the 

boss would lose.  

 

 Additionally Ian was always on the edge of anger with me – an emerging element of his 

narrative was that women only want men for the satisfaction for their own needs, including 

providing babies, marital status and being needed.  

 

Perhaps eighteen months into our work, Ian’s dissatisfaction with his parents changed to anger; 

his idealization of his brothers grew; and his social anxiety fueled a watershed event allowing the 

realization of Ian’s problematic drinking. His necessary narratives were changing, including his 

illusion that he drank only socially.  

 

Still later, Ian began dating women and his experiences evolved into the narrative that women 

were so dangerous he could not protect himself against them. 

 

Six months after that, Ian dated a woman with whom he fell in love, but his narrative about 

women being dangerous was so entrenched that it informed his breaking off the relationship 

several times over the next two years. Also Ian became absolutely infuriated every time his lover 

mentioned a friend’s marriage or new baby. Additionally, on occasion Ian’s lover babysat for the 

children of her friends. At these times, Ian was so anxious he had to leave the house. He had no 

imagery, just blind terror.  

 

At this point, Ian’s narrative about not being angry was completely dropped – he realized that, in 

fact, he was an extremely angry man.  

 

Within the next few months, Ian’s anger and guilt crashed head on, when Ian was able to talk 

about a childhood event, creating in him the horrifying belief/fiction that he was guilty for his 

mother’s childhood molestation. Ian’s necessary illusion now included himself as hopelessly 

guilty. However, his fiction of being unattractive and unlovable was now written in very faint 

ink. He was still angry and mistrustful of women, but his narrative of his parents was softening.  
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Ian’s narrative was that his father was a jerk, Ian himself was guilty but he couldn’t figure out 

what for, women were not to be trusted. This latter was reinforced when, the day before a 

planned vacation, Ian presented in all black attire and a sullen attitude. I wondered if he had 

feelings about my being gone the next week.  His broad brush painted me with no redeeming 

features – ‘just another woman who wants me to need her.’ 

 

Three and a half years into our work, Ian had changed his narrative about being unattractive and 

women not being trustworthy except for me on occasion. He had changed jobs and was 

becoming aware of himself as desirable and attractive. Ian was still guilt ridden, though his 

anxiety had diminished as had his alcohol consumption. He had developed some compassion for 

both parents and experienced increasing flashes of love for them. 

 

For the next two years we worked on his sense of guilt. He became engaged to be married, found 

a new job, and developed friends with whom he could socialize without drinking. 

 

After five years of work, Ian’s narrative included respect, deep compassion, genuine love and 

appreciation for his parents; his right to hold a high paying job that he loved; his ability to 

socialize without becoming inebriated; trust in women and no fear of hurting the baby when he 

and his partner  cared for a friend’s child.  His world view also included a more realistic image of 

his brothers and women in general. He no longer felt generalized guilt or any specific guilt for 

his mother’s childhood trauma. We terminated our work. 

 

Eighteen months later, I received a panicky call from Ian. He needed to see me. I could hear the 

terror in his voice. His first baby would arrive in two months.  At this point, Ian’s narrative 

fiction was that he would somehow harm his baby just because of who he was. He was riddled 

with the fiction that his inherent 'badness', would destroy his soon to be born child. Recall Ian’s 

anger when his now-wife mentioned babies, or his need to leave the apartment when she babysat.  

 

After two months of twice weekly work, Ian left therapy, happily anticipating the birth. I next 

heard from Ian six months later, when he wanted to introduce me to his son. In another year, he 

called to share the birth of his second son. 
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The therapeutic themes described above were necessary, temporary ‘fictions’/’illusions’.  I 

propose that they fit the definition for Nietzsche’s ‘necessary illusions or fictions’. If Ian had not 

been able to create some explanations, painful as some were, he would have been overwhelmed 

and immobilized by his feelings about himself and his world. His various and changing 

narratives were necessary for him to feel settled, to stabilize the whirling chaos within his mind, 

and the flux of his external world. Even terrifying narratives/illusions help us feel steady in a 

changing world. These narratives were temporary, contingent narratives. They were ‘fictions’ 

because we could not prove them. They were necessary, because without them, Ian had no 

framework for moving through his world. 
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Psychoanalysis Is Not A Relationship.  

João Pedro Dias and Richard Raubolt  

 

Abstract  

This article is based on a presentation originally entitled “A paranoid perspective 
on relational psychoanalysis” ,  presented by João Pedro Dias and Richard Raubolt 
at the 2014 IFPE conference (“Necessary Fictions”). The presenters surprised 
attendees by enacting the roles of a paranoid patient who burst  into the room to 
confront his own analyst. By bringing the immediacy of the clinical experience 
into the conference, the ultimate purpose of this presentation was to challenge key 
concepts of relational psychoanalysis.  

 

Preliminary Introduction   

Richard Raubolt enters the conference room playing the role of the 
analyst/presenter.  

Richard – “My name’s João Pedro Dias, I’m from Portugal and I’m here to 
present… Is the microphone on?” 

Someone in the audience (Larry Green) – It  sounds like i t’s on, but you’re not 
speaking close enough. 

Richard  – “… Is it  better?” 

Someone in the audience (Sara Lavner) – “Yes, now it’s good.” 

Richard  – “Well , I’m here to present “A paranoid perspective on relational  
psychoanalysis”… (Gagging) But I don’t know where my moderator is.. .  I have to 
delay the presentation unti l he appears… I wouldn’t want to start without him, so 
if we wait  another minute or so,  hopefully he will be here…”  

A couple of seconds later, someone knocks heavily on the lateral door of the 
conference room. The audience looks surprised. Jay Swanson gets up and opens 
the door.  

Jay – “I’m sorry but this a professional conference!” 

Richard – “Jay, is there a problem?” 

João Pedro Dias aggressively pushes back Jay, forcing his own entrance into the 
room. He is now playing the role of the patient (“Richard”).   

Carrying with him a travell ing bag he goes to back of the room, around the 
audience,  which looks startled. Some people laugh, but the general atmosphere is 
of both surprise and apprehension.  

Richard (Looking astonished) – “You have got to be kidding me… Richard? 
What…” 

João  (Shouting) – “What the f(…) is this? Surprised to see me here, huh, doc?” 

Richard  – “Yes I am! What are you doing here? This is a professional meeting!” 

João  – “I just came in from the airport , just is t ime to stop you, you son of a 
b(…)! I am here to prevent you from telling lies about me!” 

Richard  – “Richard,  we’re not in my office and you’re disrupting… You came 
from Portugal?” 
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João  (Approaching Richard) – “Yes! Are you here to tell l ies about me?” 

Richard  – “No! This is  professional presentation… These are all  therapists who 
are very interested in relational psychoanalysis.”  

João  – “Yes,  but you are here to talk about me, right?”  

Richard – “I don’t  want to violate your confidentiality…”  

João – “Yes, you analysts feel very comfortable talking about patients… But I am 
the patient! I would l ike to speak for myself.” 

Richard  (Sounding hesitant , looks at the audience and then to João) – “You came 
all this way from Portugal? And you want to speak for yourself?”  

João  – “Yes.” 

Richard (Still  vexed, points to the microphone) – “Ok, it’s yours!" 

 

The True and Never-Ending Story of My Analysis 

João – Hello everyone… So now I will introduce myself, this time politely.  My 
name is Richard and I have been Dr. João’s patient for the last nine years.  Upon 
hearing that he was coming to IFPE to tell the story of my analysis and because he 
is not to be fully trusted ,  I’ve came along to tel l you  the true story.  I wrote down 
some notes so that the good doctor won’t be able to contradict the truth.  

1.  I met Dr. João when I was in a psychiatric hospital, in a state paranoid frenzy.  
My world had collapsed and crashed down on me: I lost my job as a teacher, my 
so-called friends,  my family and the only woman I have ever had – they all  turned 
against me.  I was lost in a world of specters and shadows and to me  he was no 
more than another one of those ghostly entit ies. I neither l iked him nor disliked 
him. Actually I never got to know him as a person, which brings me right to the 
point: is this what you call  “a relationship” ,  when you don’t even know the person 
with whom you are talking to? If I didn’t know you, you didn’t exist as person 
(Looking directly at Richard).  
2.  So I am here to expose him  and expose this scam you call ‘relational’ (ironic 
emphasis) psychoanalysis .  Thus I am here to expose all  of  you  sitting there with 
your phony faces and happy smiles… All of you  ‘relational’ actors and actresses 
playing in this theatrical  charade you call psychoanalytic transference .  You see, I 
am an educated man and I am well am acquainted with all of your hocus pocus and 
healing trickery.  So please leave the room now if you can’t  stand the truth… But 
consider yourselves advised: Paranoia is a contagious condition. Your theories 
won’t protect  you. Still ,  go ahead… Run if you must.  Who am I to stop you? 

3.  Yeah, yeah, I know that  lately you changed your focus from the transference 
relationship  to the  real  “relationship”… But sti ll  you haven’t realized that a 
re lat ionship implies reciprocity between two separate  persons, who relate to each 
other,  because they are able to relate to themselves. In the beginning of this story I 
couldn’t relate to  myself. All I had was his blurred reflection of me… And since 
my world was a labyrinth of inverted mirrors,  I was l iterally lost  inside  someone 
who didn’t even exist. So this is it:  there was no relat ionship between us… And to 
use the word “relationship” is  not only intellectually incorrect but also terribly 
self-serving. 

4.  The first  thing I told him was that  my mother and father abandoned me and left  
me to die when I was just  a boy. They sent me to a reformatory and when I got 
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back one day, they were gone… To make a long story short: they hated me when I 
was born and have been haunting me ever since.  I felt  stalked and harassed, 
especially by other men, who were sent by my mother to humiliate me, sodomize 
me and I think even kill me. 

5.  So, don’t you see, I have to expose that  my dear Dr.  Joao is an incompetent 
analyst who was not even able to believe  in me… Empathy my ass! Instead, he 
diverted my attention with tricks and maneuvers about split ting and projection. 
And because of him I started to doubt myself. . .  One day I asked him directly: “If  
it’s not them who are haunting me, who is it  then? Let him  present himself!”  I 
shouted! …  You know what he did? He dared to present myself to me! Can you 
believe this bullshit?  I wanted to kill  him, of course… Remember that , doc? 
Anyway, something changed from then on.  

6.  My relationship with others became less destructive because I stopped seeing in 
others my own destructiveness.  As a result of that,  I left  the hospital and I even 
got my old job back… I came back to the world. Well,  but  I held my paranoia 
tightly and many times I thought the good doctor here  was deceiving me – “He’s 
one  of them”, I used to think… “He is my father in disguise, sent  by my mother to 
punish me”. Every session I came in with a new story about how the all world was 
in cahoots to destroy me, and every session I left  convinced that  I was projecting 
into others my own destructive feelings.  

7.  Except the main issue  remained untouched inside of me and that’s why I am 
here today: to enlighten him .  (Looking at Richard)  I’m sorry to humiliate you in 
front of your colleagues, doc… But I am not exactly over what you said to me 
once, about me using and holding on to my feelings of anger in order not to take 
responsibility for my own life and destiny. That was cruel,  man! .. .  Even for you.   
8.  Ok, so now I’ll  explain everything. What have I been telling you doc, all  of 
these years? My entire mental  building of beliefs was based on the idea that my 
mother hated me. I’ve repeated this because I needed you to hold that same belief. 
So ask yourself:  why was that  so important  to me? I desperately needed you to 
believe in that  idea,  since in fact I could not .  I had to abolish it  from my mind, 
even though I’ve tried to prove it tenaciously.  So ‘welcome to the matrix’:  my 
actual paranoia was that  I didn’t  believe  in my own paranoia.   

9.  How is that  even possible? Let me once again enlighten you, my dear doc! 
There’s a difference between knowing  something and being aware  of it .  All  along I 
knew I should have never been born.  That really hurts inside… And that’s why I 
even denied that my birth actually happened. So, I’m still  inside the body and soul  
of the person who didn’t  want me to be born. I was not born and therefore I was 
not abandoned. I do not exist!   

10.  But  then Reality happened. In other words, you happened when  I began to exist 
inside of you… How did that happen and when did I feel it?  There were many 
moments,  but  one lingers in my memory. It  was Christmas Eve, 2008. I found 
myself in a train station. Once again I was running away from them .  (Today I’m 
aware that  I was not  running away from them, I just  had nowhere to go ,  no family,  
and no friends… I was completely and painfully alone in the world). But lets get 
back on track… So, they were out there to get me. 

 

11.  Except that for the first time I was certain that they wouldn’t  get me because I 
was about to throw myself in front of a train. I would kill  myself and in that  way I 
would destroy my mother and my father. (Looking at  Richard) Suddenly,  
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something happened inside my mind as I found myself talking to you, doc… Your 
voice had an imperative tone and was ordering me not to throw myself in front of 
the train.  Instead, i t  was ordering me to get  into the train and to go directly to 
your office.  I felt  compelled to obey your command precisely because I knew what 
you had in mind: I would get to your office and you would have the police there, 
waiting to arrest me.  

12.  (Looking at the audience) But when I get there, to my complete surprise, he’s 
alone. The policemen are nowhere to be found. Perhaps they’re just  waiting for the 
right time to jump in through the windows and put me out of my misery.  “Yes, 
that’s it”  – I thought to myself – “First  he wants me to confess what I’ve done” .  
And so I complied: “Yes, I’ve falsified my younger brother’s identification 
documents in order to get  myself  an engineer’s degree.  I  robbed the papers and 
the identity of my mother’s favorite son and for that I deserve to go to jail for the 
rest  of my life. Come on doc, call the police” .   

13.  Now, can you imagine what this fucker told me? “I told you to come here, not 
to arrest you, but to protect you” ,  he said… Yeah, right! I smiled back at him, of 
course,  not letting him know what I was really thinking. From then on, he knew 
what I  had done  so I couldn’t just  kill  myself,  I would have to kill  him also… But 
then he told me that  my guilt about falsifying my brother’s document was just to 
cover up  a more profound and ancient guilt :  the guilt  for having wanted to 
aggressively fuck my mother (a revenge because of what she had done to me).  

14.  Ok, perhaps there’s a little bit  of truth in this… But come on doc, you don’t  
have to be genius to understand what really made a difference that day: I fel t you 
cared for me enough to receive me during your Christmas holidays… Somehow 
and even if it  was just for a l ittle while, I was not alone in the world.  I fel t 
embraced and emotionally adopted .  From then on I could no longer fully deny that  
my mother had rejected and abandoned me, otherwise I wouldn’t have felt the need 
to be emotionally adopted by someone else.  

15.  Except this new emotional reality intensified my older conflict.  Don’t  you get 
it ,  doc?  By letting me in your heart,  you were at the same time forcing me to 
become aware  that I was really abandoned and rejected. You were exposing the 
wound I had been covering with my paranoia about the all world being against me. 
To be rejected by the all  world allows me to maintain an unconscious attachment  
to my mother… And now you want me to break  this attachment? Do you want me 
to be aware of it? Impossible! That’s why this is a never-ending story.  

 

Alternative Ending 

Richard – Allow me to share a thought: although you have certainly enjoyed 
embarrassing me in front of my colleagues,  perhaps you also came here today in 
search of new chapter in our story which may provide us with an alternative 
ending.  

João  ( introspective) – Yes, I came here today to recognize the truth…  
Recognizing and being aware ,  as opposed to knowing .  Yes,  the core of my 
paranoia is  to remain attached to the one who didn’t  want me to exist.  I cannot 
deny it anymore. On the contrary,  I need to acknowledge it  so I can face it  and 
disarm it and reverse it .  I need to go 180 degrees around myself  and towards the 
other side of the story, toward the beginning. I need to stop being against the all  
world ,  because it  was not  the al l world that  was against  me in the first  place, it  
was she!  … (This is  a subtle but vital difference). This is it:  I need to stop being 
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attached to an absence, a shadow. I need to let  go the one who didn’t  want me  to 
live inside of her. Except that I cannot do this inside an emotional vacuum. I need 
to do it inside the heart of someone to whom I can feel strongly attached.  
Now  can you see it?  … This is  not a relat ionship (a mental reality),  it ’s something 
else ,  something more ancient, sensitive,  and almost physical: an attachment – A 
new attachment .  
 

Final  Dialogue 

Richard  – So let  me see if  I get  this right… What you’re saying is  that  Relational 
Psychoanalysis is grounded on the preconceived idea that  a relationship exists 
between us… And this is fundamentally wrong? 

João  – Yes. A relationship would imply a fundamental reciprocity between us, if 
we were two separate beings able to relate to each other and, reflexively,  to 
ourselves. But we’re not two separate beings. I am attached to you, doc, which 
means I exist  only inside of  you .   

(Pause, looks down…) Now that we are beginning to make this distinction, I’m 
also beginning to dif ferentiate  myself from you, and in a sense pulling myself  from 
inside of you… Now I’m beginning to exist, and you’re beginning exist, and now 
we might be able to create a relat ionship… Yes, now the analysis may begin to 
come to an end.  

 

(Richard and João change their conference identification cards;  Richard is now 
Richard,  and João is now João) 

 

Final  comments 

 

1. Psychoanalysis is  not,  let  alone does it  begin  with a relationship. It  begins with 
an attachment .  Thus,  we must differentiate a relat ionship from an attachment.  

 

2. Relationship, or To Relate = Re  (i .e.,  again  or back to the original  place) + late  
(i .e.,  from one side to another), which implies (a) the existence of two places or 
sides and (b) a correspondence between  them. From one to another,  and vice-
versa.  Therefore,  a relationship implies a correspondence between  two separate 
beings (or persons) who are able to relate to each other and, reflexively ,  to 
themselves. This does not accurately describe what psychoanalysis is.  

 

3. A psychoanalytic patient  has an impaired capacity to develop relationships – 
otherwise he wouldn’t be an analytic patient . In other words, he cannot or at least 
has difficulties to relate to – or to reflect on  – his own emotional experience. So 
then what happens?  

 

4. Nothing. Except if  someone, in this case the analyst, is able to that for him .  The 
analyst reflects on – or thinks about  – the patient’s emotional experience, except 
the same thing doesn’t happen the other way around. It becomes clear that the 
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reciprocity  of a relationship is intentionally suspended in psychoanalysis. The 
result  of it  is  the generation of a one-sided, asymmetrical  si tuation that  is  better 
designated by attachment .  
 

5. This distinction goes right to the heart of Relational Psychoanalysis because in 
order to generate an attachment, first of all the analyst  must give himself to the 
patient .  
 

6. In order to focus on the patient, the analyst abstains  from sharing directly  his 
own emotional experience – except the experience that relates ,  or reflects back to 
patient .  Which means that indirectly the analyst shares something, something that 
he does not – or should not – ask, nor expect in return .   

 

7. The analyst  actually gives – because he shares without asking the same thing in 
return – his own personal way  of reflecting on  or thinking about  emotional 
experiences.  It’s not the personal experience itself that is given – that would 
overcharge the patient’s mind –, but the way through which he processes and 
transforms  his own psychological  life. It’s not the content of his mind, but the way 
it works – or doesn’t  work – when faced with the patient’s psychological  traumas, 
disruptions and events.  

 

8. If the way through which the analyst’s mind works adjusts appropriately and 
specifically  to that  unique patient,  the patient becomes immediately and 
automatically attached. In other words,  his mind becomes attached to the analyst’s 
mind. It’s important to emphasize that the patient holds on to the analyst, but – or 
because – the analyst doesn’t hold on to the patient .  On the contrary, the analyst 
holds the patient’s mind inside his own mind .  (That’s why it  is not a relationship, 
but an attachment).  

 

9. As the attachment evolves, the patient 's undreamt dreams  and interrupted cries  
(Ogden, 2005, pg. 23) come to life, continue and develop  inside  the analyst 's 
unconscious mind. By being hold and transformed inside the analyst’s mind, the 
patient’s mind receives a transfusion of energy  and gradually becomes able to hold 
itself.  This is  a very sensible,  almost physical and totally unconscious process – 
and may never need to be become conscious (Stern, 2006). The patient can feel it ,  
but probably will  never be able to think  about it .  (Except perhaps when, later in 
life,  he becomes able to hold inside his own mind the mind of another human 
being.) 

 

10. The analyst must not only facilitate  but also promote sensibly the implantation 
of patient’s fragile mind inside his own mind, where it  can germinate, grow and 
develop into a full  sense of Self. Only after this long process of emotional 
transfusion can the patient pull himself out from within the analyst’s emotional 
womb. And only then will he be able to develop what we call  relationships.  
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And the last  but not the least:  The more profoundly and genuinely the analyst 
absorbs and attaches, holds and feels  inside his own mind the patient’s feelings, 
the more of himself – of who he actually is as person  – will be given to the 
patient . Therefore, and as Sacha Nacht once said, the analyst is worth more for 
whom he is  than for what he says.  

 

Now, to conclude: we have posited throughout this presentation that  
psychoanalysis is not a relationship but a work of construction of the 
psychological foundations of a relationship ,  which begins with the generation of 
an attachment .   
Although these two phenomena stand and exist only within a dialectical  tension  
between them, one precedes the other.  We believe that this distinction is useful at 
least because we, as therapists, are probably more capable of constructing 
something without  the preconceived idea that  it  is  there  from the beginning.  

Therefore, we may define analysis as a developmental journey: from attachment 
(one mind inside  of another)  towards relationship  (two separate minds relating to 
each other) .  In other words, it  is the separation of  souls  after they had become 
one .  To become one with the patient  is  not a process of knowing  the patient  ( that 
is actually unadvised),  but  of being aware  of the patient:  of thinking, feeling and 
being as much as possible what the patient is thinking, feeling and being.  

In this presentation, I became the patient . In this sense,  I became my own 
“Necessary Fiction”.   
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